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Antenna Group
Widens Its Reach

Richer Plans Photon;

by Naina Narayana Chernoff

CFA, EH and Kinstar

WASHINGTON A group formed to lobby on behalf of antenna owners is launching anew campaign to attract hams, CB
users and shortwave listeners. It has lowered membership dues as part of the effort.
Equipped with anew lobbyist and the
effort to attract more members, the
National Antenna Consortium is preparing to address three key issues before
lawmakers and regulators this year.
The coalition, formed to lobby for the
rights of broadcasters and tower owners, is

Proponents Press on
by Randy J. Stine
FARMINGTON, Conn. The odds of
seeing the experimental crossed field
antenna approved for use in this country
any time soon appear slim, especially now
that the company that was leading its
development in the United States plans to
market adifferent low-profile AM antenna.
Yet developers of other, similar AM
antennas hope to have more details about
their test results and certification plans in
time for NAB2004.
The perception that broadcasters need
to lower the visual impact of antennas has
coincided with increasingly stringent
local tower ordinances limiting the height
of new towers.
Advanced Antenna Technologies Inc.,
based in Farmington, Conn., is the successor company to Crossed Field
Antennas Ltd. Businessman Robert
Richer, former president of CFA Ltd., is
president of the new company.
AAT is preparing to manufacture and
sell the Radio Photon Antenna, which the
See ANTENNAS, page 3

Digital

expanding its mission significantly. NAC
is calling upon Congress and the FCC to
create acohesive set of residential, state
and federal policy for all antenna owners,
including hams, shortwave listeners and
citizen's band (CB) operators.
The NAC plans to push legislation to
end privatesector bans on amateur radio
antennas by homeowners' associations
and work with environmental groups to
create amutuallyacceptable approach to
expedited approval and siting of communications towers.
See NAC, page 5
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NEWSWATCH•

FCC Proposes
BPL Deployment
WASHINGTON The FCC has proposed
changes to certain Part 15 technical rules that
it says will foster broadband deployment
using the nation's power grid.
Such "broadband over power line" systems, advocates say, will use existing power
lines to provide high-speed communications
to rural and isolated areas.
BPL systems use power lines as atransmission medium to provide communications
by coupling RF energy onto the power line.
This has some spectrum users worried about
interference (see story, page 5).

FCC Chairman Powell said the rules
would safeguard existing services against
harmful interference.
The proposed changes set forth procedures to measure the RF energy emitted
by equipment used to provide BPL and
establish particularized interference mitigation requirements. These would ensure
BPL devices stop operations, dynamically reduce transmit power, and/or avoid
operating on specific frequencies to prevent harmful interference.
Also proposed was adatabase that would
include location, operational frequencies, and
modulation type of devices, to help resolve
interference issues.
The agency seeks comment on RF mea-

surement guidelines ( ET Docket 04-37) for
BPL devices and other carrier-current systems. These guidelines would ensure that
emission measurements for these systems are
consistent. The FCC has not proposed
changes to applicable emission limits.

Group to Ridge:
Improve EAS
WASHINGTON The Partnership for
Public Warning sent Secretary of Homeland
Security Thomas Ridge an assessment of the
Emergency Alert System and recommendations for strengthening it.

It was prepared by emergency managers
and public warning experts from various
government and private organizations. It cites
challenges that have diminished the effectiveness of EAS as apublic warning system.
Among the concerns: "National cable
program suppliers and other national networks are not part of the national level EAS;
the current system includes outdated plans,
missing communication links and inadequate training; and no significant effort has
been made to incorporate new technologies
such as cell phones and pagers," states PPW.
The group asks the department, among
other things, to provide management oversight of the EAS system and guidance on
new technologies; upgrade the Primary
Entry Point system; designate EAS responsibilities among various authorities; and provide funding to operate EAS.
The group's chairman, William Craig
Fugate, director of the Florida Division of
Emergency Management, stated, "We once
had a strong civil defense program that
tested warning systems and educated the
public. Unfortunately, with the end of the
Cold War, we became complacent and paid
little attention to issues such as the
Emergency Alert System.
"Sept. II, 2001 was awake-up call,"
Fugate stated. "Adoption of the PPW recommendations can result in amore effective
EAS quickly and for relatively little money."
Read the EAS assessment at wwwpartnershietpubliewaming.org.

PPM Is 'In'
In Canada
TORONTO An audience measurement
firm in Canada has adopted Arbitron's
Portable People Meter as its technology
standard for TV and potentially for radio.
That means as BBM Canada "expands into
new markets or replaces its current meter
technology in existing markets," it will use
PPM, according to spokesman Mike
Ferreira.
For TV, that process begins now; for
radio, PPM testing could begin this year.
See NEWSVVATCH, page 3
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Antennas
Continued from page 1

company claims will be asimpler, smaller, more stable form of the crossed-field
antenna.
According to the company's literature,
"The Radio Photon Antenna is specifically designed for use by MW ( mediumwave, or AM) and LW ( long-wave) stations. It is compact ( and) safe, requires
no ground system and aminimal amount
of land?'
Richer declined requests for an interview and would not comment on his new
company.
A contract dispute in 2002 between
Richer and one of the CFA's co- inventors, Dr. Fathi Kabbary, led to the dissolution of the CFA Ltd. partnership.
Kabbary and Dr. Maurice Hately developed the CFA in the 1990s. Kabbary and
Richer formed the partnership in 1999
with the intent to pursue worldwide distribution.
The development of the crossed-field
antenna had intrigued broadcasters faced
with stricter land use and zoning processes for building their broadcast towers.
The antenna developers claim that
the CFA outperforms conventional AM
arrays using shorter towers, which are
typically less than 30 feet tall. They
said users could enjoy reduced costs
due to smaller real-estate requirements.
Construction of aCFA test antenna in
Shropshire in the United Kingdom began
in early 2000 with hopes developers
could record enough data to gain FCC
approval of the technology in the United
States. The Shropshire antenna was dismantled in 2002 after numerous construction delays.
Richer told Radio World in 2002 that
engineers had problems phasing the test
antenna properly. CFA Ltd.'s plans called
for Ben Dawson, apartner in the Hatfield
and Dawson technical consulting firm, to
run tests on the Shropshire CFA. Those
tests never happened.
Critics of the CFA have questioned
whether the design, which uses small
discs and round radiating elements to create the RF signal, is an effective radiator.
According to Kabbary, CFA antennas
are in use in Egypt, Italy and China. He
is seeking an agreement with another

NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2

The board noted the interest in adopting PPM for radio in Canada. The audience measurement firm has begun
encoding radio stations in Montreal in
anticipation of aradio PPM test as early
as this fall.
BBM first acquired the rights to use
the PPM in Canada in 1992, according
to Arbitron.

Littlejohn Named
To Ibiquity Board
SAN ANTONIO Jeff Littlejohn, senior
vice president of engineering for Clear
Channel Radio, has been appointed to
Ibiquity Digital's board of directors. He
replaces Al Kenyon, Clear Channel's pre-
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company to market the CFA in the
United States.
"We are looking for awell-known radio
organization in the U.S.A. to do it,"
Kabbary said. "We hope to build the first
high-power CFA in the United States soon."
Antenna manufacturer LBA Technology
Inc. announced in 2000 it had secured
exclusive manufacturing and marketing

Star-H Corp. and Kintronic Labs Inc. are
partnering on alow-profile AM monopole
called the Kinstar. Star-H officials say they
are moving forward with plans to submit a
formal report to the FCC this spring seeking
the commission's certification.
Star-H officials say the Kinstar antenna
provides effective levels approaching that of
aconventional quarter-wave antenna.

S

everal companies are racing to
develop a short AM antenna.

rights for the CFA throughout the western
hemisphere. However, according to LBA
President Win Donat, the company is no
longer marketing the CFA.
"After thorough evaluation of the data
made available to us by the inventors, as
well as anecdotal field information, we
concluded that LBA Technology could
not market ( the CFA) as aviable technology for broadcast use," Donat said.
Kabbary said his company, CFA
International, is the only company
licensed to sell CFA antennas worldwide.
"Any short antenna system with two
feeders coupling two elements is definitely aCFA:' he said.
Richer declined to describe AAT's
Radio Photon Antenna further, citing a
"major announcement" coming in the
spring.
Photons at the ready
Ed De La Hunt, associate chief of the
FCC's audio services division, said he was
not familiar with the Radio Photon
Antenna.
"We have not heard anything regarding
the use of this antenna for AM broadcast?'
Sources say AAT would need FCC certification to market the low-profile antenna
effectively in the United States. Without
certification, alicensee would have to propose using the antenna via application. The
FCC typically places multiple conditions
upon such uses, including full non-directional proofs of performance to establish the
antenna system's minimum efficiency and
non-directional characteristics.
Other antenna manufacturers have joined
the race to develop ashort AM antenna that
meets the FCC's minimum radiating
requirements.

vious representative, whose job was eliminated in late fall.
Ibiquity confirmed that because the open
slot was aClear Channel seat, the broadcast
company would choose Kenyon's replacement on the nine-member board.
In his role with Clear Channel,
Littlejohn oversees technical aspects of the
radio division. He is amember of several
industry committees including the National
Radio Systems Committee and various
groups within the NAB. He is aformer
director of engineering for AMFM Inc.
and Chancellor Broadcasting.
"Clear Channel was one of the early
investors in Ibiquity and has always been a
strong supporter of HD Radio technology.
As such, we have worked closely with Jeff
Littlejohn for anumber of years," stated
Bob Struble, president and chief operating
officer of Ibiquity.

"There is no magic or novel technology
associated with the operation of the antenna," said Mike Jacobs, director of research
and development for Star-H. "It's our ability
to run multivariable computer optimization
in the design phase that allows us to get the
performance and size levels we want?'
Jacobs said he was awaiting final word
from Ron Rackley of duTreil, Lundin and
Rackley Consulting Engineers regarding
their "technical argument" before submitting the filing to the FCC.
Field-strength measurements collected
from a Kinstar test site constructed near
Bristol, Va., in late 2002 showed levels 98
percent as efficient as a quarter- wave
antenna.
The Kinstar test antenna was 45 feet high
and 105 feet in diameter over afull 120radial ground screen and braced with wooden poles.
Kinstar developers received aspecial

experimental license from the FCC with
250 watts on 1680 kHz at the test site. The
Kinstar antenna's height will be scalable
with frequency, Star-H officials said.
EH antenna update
Meanwhile, the developer of yet
another small antenna design, the controversial EH antenna, is prepared to present
details at NAB's Broadcast Engineering
Conference in April.
The EH antenna, in the form of avertical dipole, is shorter than aquarter- wave
antenna and requires no ground radials.
EH Antenna Systems President Ted Hart
said the antenna could be placed on a
building or free-standing tower. He met
with FCC officials last fall regarding the
certification process.
"We have had good conversations with
(the FCC). They agree that it works, but
they are not sure about my theory since it
doesn't comply with classical theory,"
Hart said.
Hart said plans call for building an EH
antenna in Williams, Ariz., after the FCC
issues aconstruction permit, which it is
expected to do later this spring.
"The FCC will require full radiation
tests on the first few antennas we build
before issuing blanket certification,"
Hart said.
His latest version of the EH antenna,
called "Star," measures just eight inches
in diameter and is less than 10 feet long,
he said.
Hart will present details during
the " Radio RF and Transmission
Development" session at NAB2004 in
Las Vegas.
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From the Editor

A Happy 40th to the SBE
In observing anniversaries, we have the
opportunity to pause to appreciate those who
are important to us.
The 40th anniversary of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers allows us to say thanks.
The society salutes that milestone during
the spring NAB convention at amembership
meeting on Tuesday, April 20, in Las Vegas.
It was John Battison, then editor of
Broadcast Engineering, who kick-started the
SBE, writing that the time had come for a
new organization of engineers.
According to the official history, the early
1960s was atime of discontent over amerger between the Institute of Radio Engineers
and the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, which is now the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
Battison took it upon himself to act as
organizer, publishing an application form
and writing letters to 5,000 North American
engineers. This led to an informal meeting in
Binghamton, N.Y., in 1963, and the first official meeting of what was called the Institute
of Broadcast Engineers at the 1964 NAB
convention in Chicago.
It was agathering of approximately 100
engineers in Willard Room "C" at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel. (Were you there?)
The acronym ¡BE sounded too much like
that of the electrical union IBEW: so mem-

bers changed the name to the Society of
Broadcast Engineers. Battison, fittingly, was
its first president. Forty years later, SBE has
5,500 members in 107 chapters.
Itip my hat to the SBE, Battison and all
those who have worked to make the organization effective over the years including its
present staff. SBE's certification programs,
work with the FCC, volunteer frequency
coordination and educational initiatives on
the national and chapter levels are an indispensable part of our industry.
You can become amember by visiting
www.sbe.org. Tell me about your SBE memories via e-mail to radioworld@ imas
pub.com.

Last year, 60 players helped raise about
$22,000. The timing was good; Scott Beeler
Jr. was born around that same time.
The event is on the Revere Golf Club's
Concord course, which features several picturesque holes overlooking the Vegas strip.
The cost is $800 per foursome, including
cart and green fees; about 30 percent goes to
Beeler's family. Club rentals are available. A
shotgun start is at 7:45 a.m.; the event is followed by atrophy presentation and lunch.
To find out more or to inquire about next
year's event, contact Brian McConnell at
(702) 897-0275, Cam Eicher at (513) 3391430 or Mark Goins at (352)622-7700.
***

***
It's not easy to rise early during NAB
week, but dozens of broadcast folks will do
just that on Saturday morning April 17 to do
agood deed and play some golf.
Organizers have set up the second annual
Scott Beeler Memorial Golf Benefit, the proceeds of which help the family of the late
Beeler, known to many for his work in
equipment sales for Allied, Harris and ERI.
His widow, stepfather, mother, sister and
other family members plan to
attend.

We Ask for Your Vote
As a Radio World reader, please take a moment, if you
haven't already, to log on and cast your vote for one of your colleagues to receive our new Radio World Excellence in
Engineering Award. Vote at www.rwonline.com/vote.
There's an added bonus: You will read fascinating answers by the
nominees to questions we provided — answers that offer "mini biographies"
into the lives of people you may have thought you knew pretty well.
Shortly we'll close the balloting and tally the results, which we'll announce in
time for the NAB convention.
The award recognizes individuals for excellence in U.S. radio broadcast engineering and allied fields. Nominees were chosen by apanel of Radio World advisers, contributors, suppliers and other industry experts. The winner is chosen from
among the nominees by your vote.
The nominees represent the highest ideals of the U.S. radio broadcast engineering profession and reflect those ideals through their contributions to our industry.
Icongratulate all of them for their contributions.

Two familiar suppliers have new owners.
DRS Technologies recently completed its
acquisition of Integrated Defense
Technologies. As part of that deal,
Continental Electronics, asubsidiary of
DRS, merged with 1DT, which had owned
Continental Electronics since 2000.
Continental has had several owners since
1946, including founder James Weldon,
LTV, Varian Associates and Tech-Sym.
Separately, Broadcast Electronics sounds
reenergized after the purchase of the company by an equity firm. Thompson Street
Capital Partners and some of the management at BE have joined to buy out Hoak
Capital Corp.
Look for new products and initiatives
at the coming NAB show from both of
these long-time industry suppliers.
Meanwhile, we'll watch with interest at
the convention to see what 25-Seven is all
about. The new company, reported on page
14 of this issue, is headed by Geoff
Steadman of Orban and CartChunk renown
and involves several other names familiar to
readers.
New companies, new owners and fresh
products are important for radio, now as
ever. It's good to see.
***
Iwrote recently about the tiff between
NAB and XM over the latter's intentions
regarding localized programming. One read-

Get online with the new

solution for IP control and monitoring.
Access your remote site
over the Internet.

Simultaneous operators and
multiple access levels.
Installs at the studio or
transmitter site.

Alarm notifications
by email and SMS.

Paul J. McLane
er replied he's not surprised by how many
people like the satellite services.
"The musical content goes way beyond
what the big corporate guys have been making us listen to the last umpteen years' he
stated, repeating acommon refrain. He's
tired of the worn-out 150 tunes on classic
rock stations, for example.
This reader felt that the NAB is complaining only because it now realizes that the
satellite systems' coverage area "surpasses
all of the 'technical hopes' of the IBOC
thing." He loves his XM service, listens to
radio only for local traffic and weather, and
thinks that monopoly of traditional radio,
too, will soon be history.
Iagree with this reader that our industry
has left itself open to this competition; it's
something about which we've editorialized
many times. And Iwould not be surprised to
find myself asatellite subscriber at some
point. People are excited by it.
Iam annoyed, though, at how XM has
gone about this; and Ipredict alot more
dodge and feint at the regulatory level to win
the ability to provide broader services.
Ironically, many consumers who have
spoken out about how good XM and Sirius
are also complain about the impact of consolidation on media. Then they pay money
to subscribe to one of only two national
satellite services.
If the local broadcast system we all know
ever truly becomes profitless. do we really
prefer any medium that gives us only two
prominent national owners? And do we really believe that, once they are established,
they will keep to their promise of airing few
or no commercials?
Idoubt it
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NAC
Continued from page 1

NAC also is hoping to prevent the regulatory approval of proposed "broadband over
power line" technology, believing it to be
detrimental because of potential interference
with emergency communications by amateur radio service operators, shortwave listeners and CB users.
Don Schellhardt, agovernment relations
attorney and policy adviser recently hired
by NAC, said the group hopes to attract
new members to build support for this
year's agenda.
In January, NAC reduced its membership
dues for corporate members to arange from
$100 to $ 1,000 based on gross annual revenues. Prior, dues had been based on whether
corporate officials wanted to serve as board
members, and ranged from $ 1,000 to
$10,000. The group also reduced individual
annual membership dues to $20 from $50.
"We're trying abunch of new things,"
said Schellhardt. "There's an opportunity to
cut some new ground here."
Schellhardt estimated that the three-yearold organization has acouple of dozen corporate and individual members. He believes
the number will grow to 200 shortly.
Schellhardt said NAC chose its three priorities for 2004 carefully.
"It's an assessment of the most important
issues," he said. The group's agenda, he said,
was influenced by taking into account agendas of other groups already involved with
different issues of concern to broadcasters.
Lifting homeowner association bans
against amateur radio antennas is NAC's
first priority. According to the Community
Associations Institute, there are 250,000 residential condominium, cooperative and
homeowner associations in the country. In
many metropolitan areas, HOAs forbid amateur radio operators from installing antennas
on top of their homes. Schellhardt said this
restriction denies communities access to
emergency communications systems afforded by amateur radio systems.
NAC plans to launch abipartisan campaign
to push aHouse bill, H.R. 4720, sponsored
last year by Rep. Steve Israel, D-N.Y. The
measure would require homeowners' as.soriadons to reasonably accommodate amateur
radio communication. NAC is seeking asponsor for acompanion bill in the Senate.
Under current law, the FCC requires
states and localities to make reasonable
accommodations for amateur radio antennas; each state or municipality must set their
own laws for antenna limitations. The policy
does not apply to private sector organizations such as homeowner associations.
Israel's legislation seeks to ensure that
amateur radio operators are available for
emergency communications in all sections
of the country, regardless of whether they
live in adevelopment such as aretirement
community or townhouse subdivision.
NAC hopes to draw in more members to
support this effort. If NAC can attract more
from the group of estimated 700,000
licensed amateur radio operators, 5million
to 7million CB users and estimated 1million shortwave listeners, Schellhardt hopes
to bring more clout to NAC's fight.
"By drawing out shortwave and CB
users, we could have 5to 10 million voters
involved in this debate," he said. "That's
more than enough to get Congress to listen!'
Schellhardt hopes the removal of antenna
bans will be the first step in along national
campaign to cut back on HOA authority.
Shu Bartholomew, aWashington areabased homeowners' activist, agrees reform is

necessary to providing asecure national
emergency communications system.
'The mindset of many HOAs is that they
have arule, and regardless of whether it
makes sense, they will enforce it," she said.
The reasoning to Iceep the rule is flawed, said
Bartholomew, who hosts acable access show
"On the Commons" in Fairfax County, Va.
"In the late '60s, they banned all antennas
because they were considered eyesores. The
antennas are much smaller nowadays.'
Schellhardt said the CAI has not yet
mounted alobbying initiative against the
proposed measure.
In addition to helping abroader range
of antenna users, NAC wants to help
commercial broadcasters and tower owners by speeding the approval process for
tower applications.
In some localities, the application
process for proposed towers can take
months and in other cases years, said Gerald
Agliata, NAC executive director. State policies vary, he said, pointing to almost nonexistent zoning and planning laws in Texas
to strict policies on height and type of tower
in California and New York.
NAC will call on the FCC to issue apartial preemption for local governments, in
which the veto power of municipalities
would be restricted when deciding tower
applications. "We don't want to exclude
local government completely," Agliata said.
"There needs to be amix of federal, state
and local control over this!'
The consortium also plans to ask for
faster regulatory approval of applications
from proposed tower owners pledging to
abide by tougher environmental standards.
Schellhardt plans to start discussions with
environmental and regulatory groups about
standards for towers.
Agliata said he hopes to get federal, state
and local officials to agree to amandatory
180-day review period for tower applications.
A tower expert and lobbyist for ham radio
operators, Agliata said the three main arguments used to oppose new towers are
invalid. Depressed property values and the
harmful health effects of RF are simply "not
true," he said, adding that the third common
argument — towers damaging the aesthetic
nature of acommunity — is subjective.

5

Protection From BPL
One of the goals of the National Antenna Consortium is to help defeat the authorization of "broadband over power line" technology, which would allow providers to send
data over power lines.
BPL systems use existing electrical power lines to provide high-speed communications. Because those lines are ubiquitous, proponents say, BPL systems have the potential
to bring high-speed communications to rural and isolated areas.
The idea is to give consumers achoice of high-speed communications providers, such
as cable, DSL, wireless, satellite, and to the extent possible, power line.
BPL systems use existing electrical power lines as atransmission medium to provide
communications by coupling RF energy onto the line. This has some existing spectrum
users worried about the potential for interference, especially to emergency communications and ham radio operators.
In ajoint letter to Congress in January, NAC and two other groups, the Amherst
Alliance and the North American Shortwave Association, urged lawmakers to intervene
if the FCC approves the technology. Don Schellhardt, agovernment relations attorney
and policy adviser recently hired by NAC, also is president of the Amherst Alliance, a
part-time position he handles concurrently with his NAC duties.
The organizations, along with the American Radio Relay League, anational association for amateur radio, are protesting the BPL technology because of potential interference to receivers. The AARL launched an independent study by an outside contractor.
The group contends that studies. by amateurs and regulators demonstrate that BPL that
uses HF or VHF spectrum will cause serious degradation of the communications capability to nearby receivers on those frequencies.
In February, the FCC began arule making on BPL. This followed aNotice of Inquiry
on the subject that garnered more than 5,000 comments. The proposed changes include
procedures to measure the RF energy emitted by equipment used to provide BPL service.
The commission proposed rules that would require BPL providers to take certain steps to
prevent interference to existing spectrum users.
The commission contends that any interference problems can be resolved. Chairman
Michael Powell said the Part 15 rules would protect existing services, such as public
safety and amateur radio, against harmful interference from BPL.
Although Schellhardt believes the proposed rules would be an improvement, the NAC
wants the FCC to take no action until it has reviewed studies being conducted by the
ARRL and the National Telecommunications and Information Administration, one of
two federal agencies that expressed broad concerns about BPL interference. The NTIA is
studying the interference potential by conducting evaluations of field test sites.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency also objects. FEMA warned that sending data through power lines could disrupt its National Radio System, abackup shortwave command and control medium designed to communicate with the radio systems of
other agencies during times of disaster.
In filings last summer, NAB expressed broad concerns of interference from BPL to
existing communications services.
Powell pledged to support BPL while protecting other services from interference in a
speech at the National Press Club in January.
The joint letter to Congress helped to begin adialogue on BPL, Schellhardt said,
adding that the groups are getting lawmakers' attention in hopes that they will overturn
any FCC ruling approving BPL in the future.
— Naina Narayana Chernoff
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Indecency Gets Spanked on the Hill
process to take the burden of proof off
those who make the complaints and
graphic violence should be added to the
indecency standard. Cable and satellite
broadcasters need to be part of any voluntary conduct code, he said.
Indeed, Commissioner Kevin Martin
echoed this thought. "Radio personalities
that we have fined for indecency violations just move to satellite radio."

Look for Fines to Rise; Lawmakers Also
Discuss ' Three Strikes' and Other Ideas
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON By this month, the
FCC hopes to have the tools in place to
increase fines for instances of broadcast
indecency violations. At the least, fines
will rise; Chairman Michael Powell supports that, and so do all four fellow commissioners.
Lawmakers in February were discussing other possible steps to rein in

license revocation procedures for "egregious and continued disregard" of the
decency laws and begin treating multiple
indecent utterances within a single program as constituting multiple indecency
violations.
Yet he stopped short of endorsing one
broadcaster's call for "clear guidelines:'
telling one lawmaker, "That's atrap."
The guidelines are clear, he maintained.

Ten-fold
Upton's Telecom Subcommittee
passed abill to raise broadcast indecency
penalties drastically in February. The full
House Energy and Commerce Committee
was expected to take up the measure later
in the month.
If passed by both Houses of Congress,
H.R. 3717 would increase the basic fine
for an indecency violation from the current $27,000 amount to $275,000 per violation with acap of $3million.
Upton, the bill's sponsor, hoped to
have the measure ready for the president
to sign by this month.

found to be airing indecent programming
more than three times; making the networks responsible for paying the fines,
rather than affiliate stations; having the
broadcast indecency guidelines also cover violence; and restoring the broadcast
programming code and requirements for
stations to save recordings of programs.
As lawmakers grilled the commissioners as well as Viacom President/C00
Mel Karmazin and NFL Commissioner
Paul Tagliabue, the NAB announced it
plans to hold a private "All- Industry
Summit" to address topics related to
responsible programming.
"The first-of- its- kind meeting, to be
held in early spring, comes in response to
growing concern over program content
from parents, Congress and the Federal
Communications Commission," NAB
stated.
"Broadcasters have a long history of
being responsive to community needs,
whether it be Amber Alerts, coverage of
local issues, emergency weather warnings or providing airtime for charities,"
said President Eddie Fritts. "The time has
come for afull and frank dialogue with
our media colleagues on voluntary pro -

e
5

Telecom Subcommittee Chairman Rep. Fred Upton, R- Mich.
broadcasters, including license revocations, restoring a version of the old
broadcast programming code and adding
arequirement that stations keep tapes of
all programming for a specified amount
of time.
The five FCC commissioners testified
before Congress over broadcast indecency in back-to-back hearings in the Senate
and House in February. Powell urged
lawmakers to pass bills to raise the levels
of fines for broadcast indecency violations "at least ten-fold."
"We need this increased authority to
ensure that our enforcement actions are
meaningful deterrents and not merely the
cost of doing business:' Powell said.
He's challenged broadcasters to reinstitute avoluntary code of conduct.
Additionally, Powell pledged to begin

Powell traditionally has shied away
from having the FCC regulate content.
The American Civil Liberties Union
says the ambiguity of current law, coupled with higher fines, would have a
chilling effect on free speech.
Powell took heat from lawmakers for a
backlog in processing and collecting on
indecency fines. According to House
Telecom Subcommittee Chairman Rep.
Fred Upton, R-Mich., of the seven indecency fines levied by the FCC in 2002,
only two have been collected so far by
the Justice Department. Only one in three
in 2003 was collected.
Powell said many more cases are
pending and that they would be handled
soon.
Commissioner Michael Copps said the
FCC also should reform its complaint

NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue ( left) and Viacom
President/C00 Mel Karmazin chat before the hearing.
Leading up to the vote were hearings
on broadcast indecency.
Lawmakers discussed adding various
provisions to the legislation. These
include revoking the license of a station

gramming responsibility."
Fritts said local broadcasters, network representatives and others would
be invited.
See INDECENCY, page 7
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Viacom President/C00 Mel Karmazin
says the indecency standards used to be
clear, but no longer are. In testimony
before the House Telecom Subcommittee,
he said the vagueness of indecency standards makes them hard for broadcasters to
follow and the FCC to enforce. He urged
the commission to begin arulemaking on
indecency.
"We will fulfill whatever laws the FCC
and Congress enact."
When asked by Upton about the infamous Opie and Anthony " Sex in St.
Patrick's" incident at WNEW(FM) in New
York, Karmazin said even though he
thought the material was offensive and that
it shouldn't have aired on the station, that
doesn't make it legally indecent. That, he
said, is why Infinity is appealing the fine.
"We fired the PD, fired the GM, fired
the producer and fired the hosts,"
Karmazin replied. "We changed the format
of the station from talk to music." The
material did not conform to Infinity's standards, he said.
Many lawmakers said fines for violating
indecency rules must be raised because big
media companies see them simply as a
cost of doing business.

Radio World

Clear Channel Communications in late
February launched the " Responsible
Broadcasting Initiative," azero-tolerance
policy towards broadcast indecency including training and automatic suspensions
"for anyone that the FCC alleges has violated indecency rules," according to apress
release.
President/C00 Mark Mays stated that
in such acase, the jock would be suspended. After aquick investigation, any DJ
found to be violating the FCC's indecency
rules would be terminated.
Clear Channel also announced it would
modify new on- air contracts to ensure
jocks share financial responsibility for paying afine if they say something on the air
that's determined to be indecent.
The company also said it supports a
Decency Task Force, volunteering to take
part with representatives from broadcast,

7

cable and satellite industries to develop a
"You knew what you were doing. You
response to indecency and violence in the
knew that shock and indecency creates a
media.
buzz that moves market share and lines
In a hearing of the House Telecom
your pockets."
Subcommittee, Rep. Heather Wilson, RTagliabue said the NFL was "deeply
N.M. literally shook her finger at
embarrassed" by the broadcast and took
Karmazin and Tagliabue over the Super
responsibility for it.
Bowl show. Lawmakers thought the
Karmazin said, " It should not have
entire halftime broadcast, including the
happened," referring to the Jackson inciads, was tasteless, not just the one incident. Yet, he told lawmakers "You're just
dent in which Jackson's breast was
wrong" to assume CBS/Viacom knew
exposed.
what was going to happen.
The FCC received more than 200,000
"We are not in arace to the bottom,"
complaints from the public about the
said Karmazin, referring to aphrase used
broadcast.
by several politicians. CBS used afiveWilson said her son thought the broadminute tape delay at the Grammy
cast was "nasty." She said, "If the fourth- Awards, its next live telecast after the
grade boys at apublic elementary school
Super Bowl. Karmazin said he instructed
in Albuquerque can tell right from
his staff to stop the telecast, and go dark
wrong, we need to ask ourselves where
if necessary, if it appeared a participant
you corporate CEOs lost your way.
would cross the indecency threshold.

C

lear Channel
has announced

a ' Responsible
Broadcasting
Initiative.'
Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass., said,
"Washing their mouths out with soap
would have agreater deterrent effect than
the few and paltry fines the FCC currently
levies."
In the meantime, Karmazin's company
is cooperating with the commission's
investigation of the Super Bowl incident in
which singer Janet Jackson's breast was
exposed.
Viacom is reviewing its ads to ensure
they fall within internal guidelines. Infinity
radio stations "that produce their own
potentially problematic live" programming
will continue to use tape delay systems,
and Infinity will continue to discipline
employees, including firing them, should
they fail to use those systems, Karmazin
said.
Asked if he supports making the networks responsible for paying indecency
fines, rather than the stations, Karmazin
said he had "no problem" with the concept.
In February, Viacom/Infinity ordered
profanity delay equipment for all 180 stations and ordered all on-air interviews to
be taped in the interim.
"When in doubt, leave it out," became
Karmazin's motto in amanagement-wide
conference call.
The company also created anew legal
position specifically for ethics questions.
Henry Moinz was named vice president,
associate general counsel, compliance.
Before an appearance before the same
committee by Radio CEO John Hogan,
Clear Channel fired controversial Florida
host Todd Clem, " Bubba the Love
Sponge." The show, originating from
WXTB(FM) in Clearwater, had led to a
record broadcast indecency fine of
$755,000.
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Beware the Pulsing Mattress
by John Bisset

pulses. Under the right conditions, CGC
found that the interference can extend up
to 250 from the source.
The pad and power supply are manufactured by Perfect Fit Industries, and
the product is not FCC Part 15-compliant. CGC found no Part 15 sticker on
the system it inspected. To make matters worse, when both Perfect Fit and
the power supply design engineer were
questioned by CGC, they were unfamiliar with the FCC's Part 15 requirements that prohibit the marketing of

Bob Gonsett's CGC Communicator
newsletter had an interesting item recently, about an electric mattress pad that
generates radio frequency interference, or
RFI. The interference destroys reception
of Channels 2 through 6, as well as stations operating in the FM broadcast band.
The engineers from Communications
General Corp. found the problem is
caused by an inadequately shielded
switching- type AC- to- DC power supply.

to develop aPart 15 compliant power supply. CGC stumbled upon one such complaint at wInt.ehammet/fieums/RFI/161.
This entire case has been turned
over to the FCC, and the NAB has
been notified. If your station maintains
an engineering page on its Web site.
this is one link you may want to
include. It might save you some time
in tracking down an RFI problem. and
inform your listeners of a potential
problem at the same time!

ine the reason there hasn't been is that
without the proper tools, this kind of
repair is pretty rough to do in the field.
Scott had to repair acouple of distribution amps damaged last summer from a
big lightning strike. He fixed the first one
without too much trouble. but the second
amplifier was another story. Scott ended
up lifting acouple foils in the process of
changing out the SMD.
From his experience, he learned that it's
best to clip the leads off the chip and then
remove the leads. The glue holding the
surface mount device can be a problem.
too. Even though Scott would like to
appeal for broadcast equipment to not he
made with SMDs, the cost and space ' is ings for manufacturers make this unlikel

ELECTRONIC PARTS
MCM Electronics - www.mcminone.com
Ocean State Electronics - www.oselectrorics.com
Parts Express - www.partsexpress.com

g•
Even when the mattress pad is turned
off. RFI bursts are still generated if the
power supply is pàigged into an outlet.
The home or apartment wiring serves as
an antenna, making the problem worse.
The interference sounds like a "tic- tictic" and consists of brief wideband pulses
with a one second delay between the

RFI generating devices.
You can see apicture of the pad system
as sold by aretailer at tnt•ti:assistedlivingstore.coninv_elecirie_blanket.tisp.
The product is also sold by Kmart, so a
wide distribution can be expected. Perfect
Fit has indicated that they have pages of
RFI complaints and are acting promptly

Fig. 2: ' Flocking dampens the vibration of springs on this LPB mic arm.
* * *
Scott Todd of Minnesota AM stations
KKMS and WWTC would like to see
more written about servicing boards with
surface mount devices, or SMDs. Iimag-

We'd appreciate hearing from readers
who have tips on repairing boards using
SMDs. especially if you've Ibund a way
using regular shop tools. Write to us at
john.bisset@dielectric.spx.com. Scott
See WORKBENCH, page 10
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Workbench
Continued from page 8

Todd is at stodd@kkms.com.
* * *
Scott also wrote that he had adifficult time
finding companies that stock SMD parts.
Sourcing small parts can be aproblem,
especially if you're not in a major city.
George Pfisterer Jr. of Pfisterer Sound
Engineering sent in names of more online
sources for small electronic parts, in addition to the ones we've mentioned here in
the past. Bookmark the ones shown in
Fig. 1on page 8.

If you rebuild old gear, you've undoubtedly run up against obsolete transistors that
need replacing. The University of
Washington has compiled afast, easy-to-use
online cross-reference. You simply enter the
ID of the old transistor, and the newest
equivalent is supplied.
Bookmark www.ee.washington.eduicircuit_archive/parts/cross.html . Thanks to
the folks at Telos/Omnia, always going the
extra mile for the broadcast engineer.

percent of the authorized power out. To
really mess with Rich's mind, he installed
two other newly rebuilt tubes he had on
hand, only to have the same problem occur.
This is when you just know the problem isn't the tube, but somewhere in the
transmitter. Like Winston, Rich's problems went away only after installing a
new Eimac tube.

* * *

Have you tried the new LPB "flocked"
springs to help deaden the twang on
adjustable mike arms? A closeup is seen
in Fig. 2. The woolen fibers dampen the
springs, making mike arm adjustment
much quieter.
Thanks to Chris Kelley, at Clear
Channel's Salisbury, Md., cluster, for
sharing this studio upgrade.

Winston Hawkins' bad tube experience, described in the Jan. 2 Workbench,
rang a bell for Rich Archut, chief at
WKDN(FM) in Camden, N.J., who last
year had asimilar experience.

***

* * *

Cris Alexander, Radio World contributor
and director of engineering for Crawford
Broadcasting, sends the photo in Fig. 3. It
was taken and forwarded to Cris by someone at an "unnamed" FM site in Alabama.
As you peruse the equipment rack, the
object of interest is the statuette of the
Blessed Virgin, situated in the most
prominent location atop the rack.
Looking at the rest of the equipment at
the site, it's obvious the statuette is there
for areason.
Cris can be reached at crisa@crawfordbroadcasting.com.
John Bisset has worked as achief engineer and contract engineer for more than
30 years. He is the northeast regional sales
manager for Dielectric Communications.
Reach him at (571)217-9386, or john.bisset@dielectric.spx.com.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. 9

Lighting Up the Dial
You knew there had to be another use for those classic ITC single- play cart
machines!
And radio veteran Ted Tatman found it. He obtained one such machine and
turned it over to his brother-in-law.
David Shannon claims to be able to make alamp out of anything. He is proprietor of the Lexington, Ky., emporium known as Shannon's Lamp Service.
"The cart machine didn't cost me anything," Tatman said. " My friend Rob
Calhoun was able to grab a surplus unit from his radio station, with his GM's
approval, of course." We wonder if the lamp will dim when the heads get dirty.
For details, visit www.shannonlamp.com.
Send us your radio- related photos to radioworld@imaspub.com.
— Ken R.
Fig. 3: Some engineers answer to a higher authority.
George
can
be
pfistsnd@ iopener. net.

reached

at

* * *
While on the subject of parts, here's a
great resources from the folks at Telos
Systems. This tip comes from the company's weekly e-newsletter.

When his newly rebuilt PA tube ( a
3CX15,000A7) couldn't make power,
Rich changed out transmitter parts, and
had his wattmeter calibrated. After all, it
was a "new" tube, right?
The transmitter struggled to make authorized power, and after aday or two in service, the newly rebuilt tube became weaker
until finally the output power dropped to 50
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Prophet Systems Innovations
"We've identified our needs and
we're absolutely convinced the
solution is NexGen."
Gordon Carter
WFMT-Chicago
"NexGen is doing exactly what we
expected. We're extremely pleased."
Clint Barrick
KOHM
Texas Tech University
NexGen " increases operation
efficiency" and " allows our staff to
be more productive."
Jim Clark
KBYI
Brigham Young
University-Idaho
"All Ican say about MusicGen is
WOW! MusicGen is the new, official
music scheduling system for my
company and syndicated
programs."
Jason Davenport
Knight Productions

NexGen Radio Automation

Our radio automation system, NexGen Digital provides several
hardware and software configurations scalable to any size
station, and flexible payment and purchasing options including
buyout, monthly, annual and others, making it the perfect
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Support and installation solutions are available that fit your needs
and pocketbook. Updated product, development and support
information is available online and via email bulletins.
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"When Ishowed PocketGen to our
reporters - they wanted to know
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Rich Petschke
Fisher Radio

*Copyrights are the property of their
respective owners.

PocketGen software, the
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digital files from your remote
location to your station. Our new
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wireless option provides
recording to hand held devices
with the ability to transfer files to
NexGen Digital as well as many
other automation systems. Send
actualities wirelessly. Just record
your audio and hit transfer. It's
that simple.

MusicGen

PROPHEWSTEMS

With MusicGen, our music scheduler that works with most digital
automation systems, anyone can schedule like apro. MusicGen is
easy to use, yet allows you to create the most complex music
rotations. New features are being added constantly, and now
include weekly automatic updating, so your software always has
the latest features, like the ability to generate an MP3 playlist.
Download MusicGen from our website and check it out \
for yourself.
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Productivity's Pendulum: More Is Less

The Big Picture

Sometimes more may not be better, it
just may be more.
Quantity Have a Zero- Sum Relationship?
Of course, if more is all you care
about, the current movement is a
panacea. But for discerning listeners, it
bined will?
Much has been made of the producmay be a plague. The real problem
Naturally, there is a middle ground
tivity increases in modern society, and
arises when such customers realize
that makes sense, but it seems today
clearly there is plenty of empirical data
there are alternatives that can meet
that corporate enterprise has not yet
to support these claims. The pure outtheir needs and satisfy their taste
achieved
a
good
understanding
of
such
put level of many of today's enterprisbalance. Like many new movements, a thresholds, at least some of the time.
es is enormous, and much of this is due
And when they seek out and use these
pendulum effect applies, in which
to the multiplying effects of digital
alternatives, they are not using the
there is a headlong rush toward the
technology, in particular PC- based sysradio. It's a simple binary process in
new process, followed by a backlash
tems.
which radio increasingly may find
itself in the losing position.
conscious business decision, and occaFor example, there is now aclass of
sionally an inappropriate one, as some
"compilation" CDs in which previousIn some cases, technology simply has been
of us are beginning to learn.
ly published music from various artists
The trading of quality for quantity is
is mixed into the form that might have
used as a payroll compression algorithm.
not an intrinsic artifact of computerbeen heard in acreative on- air DJ set,
based systems. In fact, in some cases,
but is now generally relegated to the
digital systems can provide higher and
club DJ milieu. What was once commore consistent quality of product in a
mon radio fare has become a premium
against it, finally resulting in areasonThese architectures allow individucost-effective
manner, as we all know.
experience.
able,
centrist
position
that
incorporates
als to manage by themselves many
But where computers are applied simAnd ironically, the PCs that are
processes that formerly required a wisdom from the earlier period with
ply for their multiplicative effect on a
enabling this process at radio stations
enhancements of the current time.
team of support staff. As a result,
worker's output, quality of that output
also are being used by younger audiIt would seem we are still in the first
human resources have been reassigned
often will decline rather than improve.
ences as creative tools to shape their
and corporate assets often have been
stage of that process, having not yet hit
It is the trade-off of quality for quantiown musical sets and remixes.
the end of the pendulum's initial outmore efficiently or creatively applied.
ty that is the inherent principle at
bound swing.
In other cases, however, such technolowork.
Don't blame the tools
The multiplier effect on productivity
gy simply has been used as a payroll
Like any tool, a computer- based
It's easy to say this is all the fault of
has been given highest priority to date,
compression algorithm.
process can be used or abused. For
computers, but this would let the real
at least in the U.S. digital economy.
Increasingly today there seems to be
radio's sake, let's hope the pendulum
culprit off the hook. Sure, computers
More is considered unilaterally better,
a growing reassessment of this trend,
finds its proper rhythm before it's too
can automate simple and labor-intenbut is it really? Yes, we are all doing
and some are calling into question
late.
sive processes, but they can't replace
more things, but how many of us feel
whether true progress has resulted. For
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
human creativity, style and attention to
we are giving any of them our best
example, many professional colleagues
detail. Trying to make them do so is a Radio World. te
effort?
have lamented that the ability to manDoesn't it stand to reason that the
age more processes at once ( including
more we do, the less attention we will
purely administrative ones) has now
pay to any one of our projects?
turned into a requirement to do so all
the time. Our tools may have given us
As applied to radio
Name: Guy Wire
the ability to keep more balls in the air,
This problem makes itself apparent
but our attention is still applied proporOccupation: Holding up radio towers, and reporting on
in radio through the output of today's
tionally to each. This results in indithe industry that uses and maintains them.
vidual projects receiving proportionalconsolidated operations.
As more services are produced and
Certifications and industry honors: Nothin yet. I
don't
ly less attention, and can often mean
think they give honors to masked men.
broadcast from a single facility, the
that numerous efforts fall short of their
efficiency of broadcasters' production
optimal potential.
Your mentor or hero: Paul McLane. And Randy Michaels,
To put it in extremes, let's say that a equipment, real estate and staff has
who started as an engineer and rose to rule aradio empire.
never been higher. Yet how carefully
given corporate employee spent last
Favorite station growing up: KHJ, KYA, WLW. WLS, KOMA,
are any of these services created?
year working on one in-depth project,
WABC, WPGC, WIBG and s00000 many more!
Music flows from hard drives in predebut spends this year working one hour
termined salvos, and Dis crank out
apiece on 2,000 different projects.
Other: Keeping up with all the changes in radio leaves little time to use my hot soldering
announce breaks in voice- track factoWhat are the chances that any one of
gun. But it's still fun to pull the trigger.
ries. The result often has all the quality
those 2,000 projects will meet or
of a paint- by- number work, and comexceed the value to the enterprise of
adio Worlds pages are home to the fines'. writers and columnists . nthe industry.
pares poorly to the real-time, handlast year's single project? What are the
Like Guy Wire. Just one more reason were the newspaDer for radio managers and engireers.
crafted broadcasts of earlier times.
chances that all 2,000 of them comGary Hayes, BBC

In Radio as in Other Businesses, Do Quality and

by Skip Pizzi
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ACS 8.2 - Stereo Audio Matrix Switcher. List $ 799.

DMS III - AES Digital
Monitor/Switcher. List $ 499.

CC 5 - Console Controller.
List $ 439.

P599- Programmable
Time Scheduler. List $ 399.

STA Ill - Telephone
Autocoupler. List $ 299.
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LOV II - Loss of Video Switcher
with Quad Audio Switcher. List $499.

Manufactured with
pride in the USA.

Broadcast Tools aesigns and manufactures
affordable and innovative problem solving tools
for the radio and television industries. We provide
high-quality audio switchers and routers, telephone
coupled remote controls, satellite receiver controllers
and intercom systems. Our new products for 2004
include the affordable TS-6six-line telephone call
director that works with up to two hybrids and the
STA Ill smart telephone autocoupler.
TS-6 - 6-Line Call Director. List $ 1,059.

To Order Contact Your Dealer

Wish you had more

Announcing Omnia-6EX.
There's a lot of buzz about the new HD Radio codec. We've
heard it and agree with the many others who like it and say
it's now time to get on with radio's transition to digital.
Because HD Radio can transmit audio frequencies up to
20kHz, listeners MI finally be allowed to hear the full CD
spectrum — if their radio stations choose the right on-air
processor. On this point, you should know something
important: Some " HD" processors simply hack off everything
above 15kHz... robbing isteners of the full HD Radio
experience and keeping our industry in a fidelity backwater.
The new Omnia-6EX won't short-change your listeners.
We've built Omnias with sampling rates of 48kHz and
higher from the start. All along, we've needed the sampling
headroom to keep analog FM audio grunge-free. Now it's
essential for HD Radio. Even if some listeners wouldn't notice
the missing high frequencies, there's a fair chance they would
hear a sharp 15kHz low-pass filter operating within HD
Radio's codec range.
The new Omnia-6EX has enhanced processing for
analog FM, and is ready for HD Radio with asecond
limiter section and digital output. Both FM and HD
limiters and outputs are included as standard.

Omnia-6EX is also full of processing enhancements that
result in yet more bass Dunch, yet more voice clarity, than
the original Omnia-6. A sound so powerful and free of
artificial constraints, yoL11 crave it for your station the first
time you hear it.
More than 50% of the LS' Top 100 FM stations have already
upgraded to Omnia. Maybe you're next?

O

•
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n
A Telos
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ommaaudio corn

Omnia is a registered trademark of TLS Corp. © 2003, TLS Corp. All rights reserved. HD Radio ( tm) iBiquity Digital Corp.
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Taking Wireless to aNew Level

by Tony Lopez
The engineering team in Pueblo.
Colo., for Clear Channel stations
KGHF(AM), KCSJ(AM), KJQY(FM)
and KDZA(FM) is taking mobile remotes
to the next level by using the latest wireless technology.
To date, the cluster is the only radio
group of any owner in the western region
using wireless for total multiple- station
control from aremote location. We may
be the only stations going this far with
wireless radio remotes in the country.
The first major test was at the
Colorado State Fair in Pueblo last summer.
Truly 'remote' control
Normally, remotes are accomplished
by using aradio link from the remote van
back to the station. Only audio can be
remotely controlled. Usually, there is a
console board operator at the station controlling the functions, such as breaks and
line caller interaction, etc. The onair talent at the remote has no control over the
automated programming.
What the Pueblo engineering team has
done is to give total control of the programming and console functions to the
person doing the remote. The on-air talent can interact with his line audience
and take total control of the station
remote.
With the wireless mic and wireless
laptop, they can take song requests and
insert them immediately into the programming computer at the station. Live
interviews and interaction with the
remote audience are immediate. The
audio portion of the remote is still done
through the use of radio equipment at the
remote van. Pueblo Engineering is working to eliminate this link.
The wireless link is achieved by first
allowing engineering aconnection to the
Internet from our remote location. From

OFF FRI

Just getting started
The current wireless infrastructure is
being provided by AcuLink in Pueblo.
Line-of-sight wireless equipment is being
used. This situation has caused some
problems with the existing Pueblo terrain. However, the technology and equipment is available to eliminate these problems and we are pursuing this equipment.
The wireless remotes have not been
without failure at this point; but each
remote has more than one backup piece
of equipment in the event of a wireless
failure. Our backup equipment in each
case has allowed the on-air talent to complete the remote successfully.
Wireless remotes are still in their
infancy. But the engineering team in
Pueblo feels that we will be able to eliminate the old technology soon.
The author is chief engineer for Clear
Channel Radio stations KCCY(FM),
KDZA(FM), KCSJ(AM), KGHF(AM) and
KJQY(FM) in Pueblo, Colo.

e

BUSINESS DIGEST
The KDZA Wireless Team, from left, is Nick Donovan,
Dennis Mountford, Marty Muniz and Tony Lopez
there, we can Virtual Private Network to
our main office and directly control our
Prophet Systems Innovations automation
system. Fortunately, our company
already had an existing secure VPN
infrastructure that we could utilize.
We are using existing technology to
add another connection to this wireless
ISP so that we make it atotally portable
solution. A Linksys WRT54G wireless
router is used to connect to the wireless
broadband receiver to give us additional
distance from where we actually have to
set up the line-of-sight antenna.
Occasionally, we cannot get a LOS
shot from inside abuilding, so it is necessary to move the antenna outside on a
Will- Burt Hurry- Up mast. The wireless
router then is connected; it will give us
approximately 50 to 100 yards of mobili-
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WIDEBAND ANTENNA TUNING UNITS, PHASING
AND MATCHING SYSTEMS TO MEET CUSTOM
REQUIREMENTS

THREE TOWER AM 50kW NDA-D / DA-N
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEM
ST PAUL, MN.

Phone: (423) 878-3141

such as Colorado Rockies games where
overtime cannot be predicted.

Fax: (423) 878-4224

25-Seven to Launch

ty to use alaptop or pocket PC. No phone
line is needed unless you need to have a
backup control method. Unfortunately, a
cell phone data connection is too slow to
maintain effective control connectivity.
One of the main reasons many people
are not going totally wireless is security
issues with WiFi. We do not use the
default setting in our wireless products.
We also use MAC address filtering so
that only the computers we authorize can
get access to the system.
Even though the system is not bulletproof. the advantages outweigh the disadvantages enough to test the waters of this
incredible technology. The wireless system has allowed the Pueblo cluster to
eliminate the need for part-time console
operators. The exceptions are local highschool games and some live sports events

tIR SFR\ ICLS FOR DICIT

R.‘DIO

NEW "DLTU" SERIES SUPER WIDEBAND
ANTENNA TUNING UNITS

DIRECTIONAL ARRAY ANTENNA TUNING UNIT
GAITHERSBURG,

Emaildttlightintron rc.com

Web Site: www.kintronic.com

Product at NAB
Several familiar
names in the technology marketplace have formed
aventure and plan
to introduce their
first product for
radio stations and
networks at the
upcoming NAB
convention.
The company
name is 25-Seven
Geoff Steadman
Systems
Inc.,
based in Massachusetts. Its president is Geoff
Steadman, known for his advocacy of the
CartChunk audio file interchange standard
and his work as product manager for the
Orban Audicy and DSE 7000 workstations.
Among the principals are Derek
Pilkington, former president of Studer
Professional Audio AG and Orban and vice
president of operations and engineering for
AKG; Rick Sawyer, atechnology project
management consultant who has worked at
Orban, IGM Communications, Radio
Systems and Gentner Communications; and
Neil Glassman of Cowan Communications,
who has held management positions at
Digigram, Telos Systems and Bradley
Broadcast.
Also: Barry Demchak, asoftware developer, consultant and expert witness now with
Torrey Pines Software; and Barry Blesser,
developer of the first commercial digital
reverb for EMT in 1976 and former chief
technology officer for Studer and past president of the AES.
Titles for the principals had not been formalized. Steadman said other owners would
not be publicly identified.
Most of the principals date their acquaintance to working at Orban in the period when
that company was owned by Harman.
Steadman said the company expects to
start by selling its product direct rather than
through dealers.
"We're looking at creating products that
fill voids as they exist now in radio technology. Those voids affect productivity, they
affect efficiency, they affect profitability?'
For information visit www.25-Seven.com.
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The impending debut of Progress
Media's liberal talk network, Air
America Radio, has created quite abuzz.
The network has signed comedian Al
Franken, Robert Kennedy Jr. and Liz
Winsted as hosts. Company President Jon
Sinton said the network "will be available
in the first quarter in top markets across
the country, and our distribution channels
will continue to expand in the coming

'Monitor'
Page 16

Resource for Business, Programming & Sales

Air America Sighted Off Left Wing
by Lyssa Graham

More on

someone on in alarge market, they're not
going to listen."

"and Iconsider myself aliberal, more of
alibertarian but socially liberal.
"I happen to think that the problem is
No illusions
that liberals are too politically correct and
Franken said he is aware of the issues
are afraid of saying anything offensive;
surrounding his relative inexperience. "I and by that very nature, they can't be
was very cognizant of that shortcoming,
entertaining. ... Iwish there was such a
that hole in my experience:' he said.
person on the air; and at one time Iwas
To combat that, Air America has
that person."
signed radio personality Katherine
Although Leykis said he believes talk
Lanpher to co-host. Lanpher has experiradio does lean toward conservatism, he
ence in print at the St. Paul Pioneer Press
doesn't see aconspiracy. He thinks it "is
more a function of talk being on AM,
where the audience is older and whiter."
Franken sees an audience waiting.
"There's atremendous hunger for this.
NEWS

March 10, 2004
It would help if Rush were on trial when
we launched:' he said, laughing. Besides.
he thinks, radio could be the perfect
medium for him. "As Iget older," he said.
"I think radio is for me. Iused to make it
purely on my looks. `Gal bait,' they used
to call me."
Leykis will wait and see.
"If your show's not entertaining, it
doesn't matter what your agenda is
because nobody is listening."
The veteran talker has issued an on-air
challenge, offering Franken $50,000 if he
can pull a 1share at KBLA(AM) in Los
Angeles, where Air America was
rumored to be coming to air.
"I would love for somebody to do
this right and make talk radio more
interesting; but these are not the people
to do it."

•

MAKER

Sinton: The Time Is Now

Al Franken headlines the nascent
Air America network.
months." It had not debuted as of midFebruary.
Syndicated talk show host Tom Leykis
doesn't see much of a future for it.
"These investors are going to lose every
cent they've invested."
The veteran talker said the first qualification for atalker should be experience
in radio. Citing hosts like Limbaugh,
Stern and Dr. Laura, Leykis said successful hosts have a strong background in
radio first.
"Anybody who's doing syndicated
radio has had years of experience as a
personality," he said, " Unless they put
people like that on the air, it will fail."
And liberal talk, he said, is not anew
idea.
"First of all, there's no such thing as
a conservative talk network or a libertarian talk network," Leykis said.
"This has been tried before. Mario
Cuomo had a show, Jim Hightower
had ashow."
Leykis said he believes talk radio is
for the professional.
"Talk radio, number one, has to be
entertaining. You don't create a talk
radio show by who's liberal, you create by who's entertaining. Amateurs
fail in talk.
"What we do is acraft and it deserves
respect," Leykis said. "The fact is the
audience can smell arat, and if you put

Tom Leykis has issued an on-air
challenge to Franken.
in Minnesota, as well as commercial and
public radio.
"My sidekick, as I'm calling her, has
just ended a five-and-a-half-year stint at
public radio, where she did middays,"
Franken said. " I've done afew different
mediums, and I'm nervous enough about
doing a new one to have someone cover
my back."
Franken said he harbors no illusions
about his coming step into anew medium.
"I'm saying, ' Iknow,' so I'm trying to
cover my ass with Katherine," he said,
laughing, "There's no reason to believe
that 1can do this."
But Franken will try. He readily
admits to having an agenda.
"I'm not going to do it in the same
way that they do it. I'm going to fight
back with something they're not familiar
with, called the truth."
Franken said liberals have been ceding radio to conservatives for "far too
long. Listen to Rush Limbaugh for an
hour and listen to NPR for an hour, see
which journalism is more fair."
The former Saturday Night Live
writer and performer said his show will
feature comedy, guests and call-ins. "I'm
going to try and honor the pioneers, my
idols, Bob and Ray," Franken said.
Will it work? "What passes for liberal
talk radio is boring," Tom Leykis said,

Progress Media's Air America plans to
provide 14 to 15 hours aday of progressive programming and to buy stations to
broadcast it. Liberal wag Al Franken has
been signed to go head- to- head with
Rush Limbaugh. Chicago's WNTD(AM)
has been secured in a LMA deal.
Headquarters is to be in New York.
President Jon Sinton is aformer air
talent and radio executive, co-creator of
"The Source" for NBC Radio and part of
a small ownership group. He was executive producer of ABC Radio's
"Hightower Radio." Radio World's Carl
Lindemann spoke with him about the
prospects for his venture.
RW: Radio talent has typically grown
from the grassroots. Doesn't starting
nationally go against the grain?
Sinton: Yes, the top-down approach
is unusual. But we don't have the traditional luxury that astation has in starting
aprogram that grows organically from
the ground up. We're driven to this by the
realities of the current media landscape.
Consolidation is afact of life. Also, we
feel there is urgency to create avoice as
broad-reaching as possible. The traditional growth of anetwork would take years
and years.
RW: This model seems more like network TV: Toss dozens of shows out and
see just afew stick That's costly.
Sinton: You've got to figure in the
opportunity cost, and not just capital
costs. The opportunity is now. ... While
it costs more in terms of capital, it would
cost more in terms of opportunity to wait
and try to do it on aslow scale. By virtue
of the opportunity being there right now,
you owe it to the project to launch it in a
different way.
RW: Will Air America try to follow the
conservative call-in format, albeit with a
different slant?
Sinton: It's adifferent format than tra-

Jon Sinton
ditional talk radio. This will have adifferent " feel," something live, exciting.
People seem to expect us to do something
ponderous. They're expecting "Meet the
Press." But what they're going to get is a
lot closer to "Saturday Night Live."
RW: Aside from yourself and Dave
Logan, it seems that many of the management and talent, like Shelly Lewis and
Lizz Winstead, have TV credentials. Will
they translate well to radio?
Sinton: Steve Sutton is a30-year veteran of radio. He's agreat coach and will
help the non-radio folks get up to speed.
Shelley Lewis is actually from radio, but
she's produced high- profile TV for the
last 20 years.
Their instincts are incredible ...
Writing for the mind's eye and our intimate medium vs. the coolness of TV is
thrilling for them.
RW: What is the opportunity for
See S1NTON. page 18
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ROOTS OF RADIO

Another Take of ' Monitor'
Dennis Hart Updates His Book About
`Network Radio's Greatest Program'
by Peter King
Dennis Hart, a professor at California
State University, Fresno, is keeper of the
flame at Monitorbeacon.com, atribute to
the long- running NBC Radio Network
show "Monitor." He's the author of the
recently published "Monitor ( Take 2)",
an update of abook issued in 2002.
"Monitor" became a weekend radio
listening habit for millions of Americans
starting in 1955. It was like along variety

show, with something for everyone. In the
way "Seinfeld" was ashow about nothing,
"Monitor" was ashow about everything.
It was invented by legendary NBC
President Sylvester " Pat" Weaver as a
response to changing and dwindling radio
audiences. It was based on the "Today"
show concept of information and entertainment, but with greater mobility than
television offered at the time.
The program stretched radio's technology, with live remotes from all over

the world. It broadcast live concerts, from
big band to the Newport Jazz festival,
and comedy from the likes of Mike
Nichols and Elaine May, Bob and Ray,
and Jonathan Winters. It took listeners,
live, inside soaring jet planes, to undersea
excursions, into the middle of dress
rehearsals for plays and TV shows and
inside acamel auction in Casablanca.
"Monitor" broadcast breaking news
and sports; it brought listeners monologues from Jean Shepherd and comedy
from an in-house stable of talent, commentary and interviews. You never knew
what might be coming next.
That, says Hart, was the recipe for

TAKE YOUR STATION TO

THE NEXT

Listeners, advertisers, and technology., that's
what keeps Radio stations alive. Attend NAB2004
and take your revenues to the next level! Targeted
conferences. on-floor educational pavilions and
the world's largest broadcast marketplace offer
insight, cost- saving solutions and alternative
technologies to keep you competitive.
Whether you're a station owner, general manager,
program director, news director. sales manager or
radio engineer...you need to be at NAB.
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The Mormon Tabernacle Choir
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Radio Inductee; Radio Luncheon,
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The show
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1955, with

Musicam — Orban — Professional Sound
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and more!
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Oprah Winfrey To Receive NAB
Distinguished Service Award

compelling radio.
"Monitor" was a weekends-only program, hosted every Saturday and Sunday
by NBC's premiere talent, called "communicators," a Weaver word. They
included NBC television stars like Hugh
Downs, Gene Rayburn, Bill Cullen, Ed
McMahon, David Brinkley, Monty Hall,
Frank McGee and Dave Garroway.
The show drew on NBC's stable of
radio legends as well, including Ben
Grauer, Don Russell and Frank Gallop in
its early days, and during the1960s and
'70s people like Jim Lowe, Murray the K,
Ted Brown, Don ¡mus and Wolfman Jack.
It premiered on June 12, 1955, with
announcer Morgan Beatty introducing
Pat Weaver. Two decades later, Big
Wilson and John Bartholemew Tucker
hosted the final " Monitor" weekend, in
January of 1975.

STAY AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION
Learn From the Industry's Leading Experts
Radio Management Conference
Broadcast Engineering Conference
Business law & Regulation Conference
RTNDA@NAB
NEW! Satellite Business & Technology Pavilion

Sponsored by ASCAP

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW
April 17-22, 2004 • Las Vegas, NV
Exhibits: Monday, April 19 - Thursday. April 22

REGISTER TODAY ONLINE!

Pat Weaver. Two
decades later, Big
Wilson and John
Bartholemevv
Tucker hosted the
final show.
Perhaps its only negatives were its
musical content — decidedly MOR —
and great production expenses; it began
as a40-hour-per-weekend commitment.
Longtime "Monitor" fan Hart revised
and expanded his book after hearing from
former show staffers who had discovered
the original book or his Web site. (The
book includes a story by the author of
this article.)
"Several told me it's as if Ihad been in
the control room," he said. "Many came
forward with new contacts, new stories
and tapes, and those insiders were so
good in their conversations ... it felt as if
Ihad been there."
Hart's Web site was born in 2000,
after an off- hand dinner-table remark in
which he said he had so much "Monitor"
material and only wished he knew how to
put it online.
See MONITOR, page 17
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Could 'Monitor'
Work Today?

Monitor
Continued from page 16

The demise of "Monitor" in the
1970s was fairly rapid. Station formats no longer allowed for the
"something-for-everyone" approach,
especially with the program's middle-of-the-road music mix, fine for
most of the old-line MOR stations
but not for contemporary music stations.
Could " Monitor" work now?
Dennis Hart thinks it would get a
huge listenership but probably cost
too much.
"It took an immense amount of
money to produce the show on a
weekly basis," he said, "even in its
latter years when it was only on for
16 hours a weekend instead of the
original 40 hours."
At least one news-talk consultant
believes a show like " Monitor"
could be a winner in the 21st century. But Walter Sabo, CEO of Sabo
Media, said the show would have to
update some of its technique.
Music, he said, was not the only
problem with "Monitor."
"The biggest one was that it was
100- percent scripted. And every
week, that sounded less and less like
the radio stations that aired it.
Nothing else on the station was
scripted. So the presentation sounded dated."
Great talent, Sabo said, should
just
be
allowed
to
talk.
Sabo believes stations now might
be hungry for " a super- charged,
live, full-of- features weekend block
... especially since so many stations
have locked the door on the weekend. Topical, current, live, fun, daring would work just fine, because
now so much of what's on the weekend really isn't given much thought
at all.
"Advertisers would love it, and so
would listeners if it was flexible and fun."
Chris Berry, president and general manager of ABC O&O WMAL(AM) in
Washington and the former vice president of radio for ABC News, doesn't
think it could happen.
"The only way a program like
'Monitor' could clear would be to
have a deep- pocketed sponsor, like
when Alcoa sponsored ' See it Now'
on CBS back in the 1950s.
Unfortunately, that's not the business
model for radio today.
"Advertisers want reach and frequency, and local stations won't give
up their valuable commercial inventory for a program like this unless
they receive compensation for their
time," Berry said. "The cost would
be prohibitive; and without comp,
the clearance would be miniscule."
Dennis Hart said one fact is undisputed: After five years on the air, the
show "put NBC Radio in the black.
'Monitor' had more commercials
running in asingle weekend than all
the other networks had run during
their entire weekday broadcasts."
He said NBC considered a
"Monitor" revival in the 1980s, but
parent corporation GE got out of the
radio business before it could happen.
— Peter King

"My then- 16-year-old son looked at
me and said, ' Ithink Iknow how to do
it. — Hart handled the editorial content,
his son handled the rest.
Hart thought he was probably the only
one with a "Monitor" love affair, but he
was wrong. He started hearing from other
fans and former production staffers, who
put him in touch with others, enabling
him to steadily add material.
"Bud Drake was the first one. He was
the longest- tenured producer, he was
there for 19 years," said Hart. The contacts snowballed until Hart had interviewed dozens of former staff members.
Tedi Thurman was "Miss Monitor"

from 1955-60, delivering sultry-sounding
weather forecasts and stretching listeners' imaginations with her intentionally
sexy delivery. The former model discovered Hart's work by accident.
"My nephew was on his computer in
Europe, and he just decided to put in
'Monitor' and there it was." Thurman's
nephew wrote to Hart, who in turn contacted Thurman for the book.
She said Hart "has really done his
homework; he has it so right, Ican't
believe he wasn't there with us. It's so
completely right." Thurman said she's
surprised anyone is interested in a show
that hasn't been on the air in nearly 30
years.
Charles Garment, a "Monitor" writer
for 19 years — he joined NBC during the
show's second year and stayed until the
See MONITOR, page 18

Dave Garroway was the Sunday
night host in 1955.

"State of the art technology
in digital consoles and routers
for radio and TV"

• Cost effective and flexible design
• Multipoint intercommunication and easy multi-studio
management capabilities.
• Flexible inputs and outputs allocated to faders.
• Design adaptable to digital and analog environments
with all basic broadcasting functions built-in.
• Enhanced interconnectivity between engines through

The same router used by the BC 2000D
console works as astand-alone router,
with 2048 inputs and outputs,

MADI multi-channel links.
• Modular surface control with motorized faders; positions
stored on pages.

summing and processing, with a
scalable and mocular architecture.

For more information on the BC 2000D Digital Console visit our Web Page

AEQ also offers excellent communications and audio equipment

A EQ
Phone:

• Stationary and portable ISDN audio codecs and telephone hybrids.
• Advanced multi-channel talk show system.
• Multiplexers, analogue mixing consoles, AD converters, monitors aid digital
commentary system for large sport events.
Visit us at

866-817 9745
954-581 7999

Fax:

954-581 7733

-m i
I: sale s @ aeq broa dca st.co m
vmv.aeqbroadcast.com

The NAB Show, Las Vegas April 19-22, Booth N1312
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Monitor
Continued from page 17

end — shares Thurman's assessment. He
said he was amazed to find Hart doing
the project, not for money, but "just
because he loved the show."
Garment and other writers had their
work cut out for them.
"The show was heavily scripted," he
recalled. "We did continuity; we wrote
interviews; and we often did the interviews, which then were cut into the
show" — with his questions edited out,
and questions from the "communicators"
edited in. Writers had to "try to make it
as lively as possible, and serious when
necessary." He said hosts had the room to
ad lib, "as long as they didn't screw up
the timing, which was crucial."
Garment worked with most of the
show's hosts, including the late Gene
Rayburn, who fronted the show longer
than anyone, from 1964 to 1973.
Rayburn was emcee of NBC(TV)'s popular " Match Game" show ( 1962-69),

'Monitor' celebrates its ninth birthday, 1964. Rear, from left. Executive
Producer Bob Maurer; Saturday night host Gene Rayburn; contributing
comedian Selma Diamond; Sunday night host Frank Blair; contributing
comedian Al Kelly and Saturday afternoon host Barry Nelson. Front: Saturday
morning host David Wayne; Sunday afternoon host James Daly; contributing
and contributing commentator Al Capp.

commentator Arlene Francis

but he

also was a radio veteran of legendary stations such as WNEW(AM) in
New York; he knew how to use
the medium.

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

"Monitor" from 1962-64 and again from
1969-73.
Lowe said he loved the "Monitor" job
and gives credit to Garment and other
writers. "It was so easy. It was not only
scripted, but beautifully scripted." He
loved doing interviews, a "Monitor" staple, as well as segments with the show's
in-house comedians, Jonathan Winters
and Al Kelly.
Lowe's most memorable interview?
Possibly it is aclassic with actor James
Stewart, talking about actresses who
were thought of as "the girl next door."
"I said, ' You never thought of Aya
Gardner as the girl next door.' To which
Stewart replied, "Well, if that had been
the case, everybody would have been
next door!"
Monitorbeacon.com and " Monitor
(Take Two)" will be of interest to fans of
the show and anyone who wants to learn
about apiece of radio history. Much of
the material on the site is duplicated in
the book, but most of the book's stories
are not on the Web.
The site's classic "Monitor" airchecks
are a must-hear, especially some classic
bloopers. The online guest book is signed
by fans and industry people, including
many NBC and "Monitor" veterans who
share comments and stories. The site and
the book are Valentines to an American

AM Ground Systems Co.
N , Ground System Construction,
\
Evaluation & Repair -,,
..

M

Reliable On- time Installatio
Quality Workmanship
...._ ........-:
Tower Tune-up
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live remotes from all over the world.

Free Budgetary Estimates & Quoteb
1-877-766-2999
www.amgroundsystems.com
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ATTENTION PROVIDERS!

Promote your services to Radio Worle readers. Reach Radio Station and
RecordingStudio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising

call Simone at

1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

"He was the ideal ' Monitor' host
because he had a very engaging sound
and he wasn't just aglib or flip kind of
guy," said Garment. "He was well-read,
he had agreat sense of humor, but he had
aserious side, too. He was a great allaround radio guy, and apersonality that
'Monitor' really needed."
The host with the second-longest run
was New York radio legend Jim Lowe,
who worked at AM stations WCBS,
WNEW and WNBC. He now hosts the
syndicated standards show "Jim Lowe
and Company." He was host of

Sinton
Continued from page 15

r
.people with pets!
•

onitor stretched radio's technology, with

---i

serving aliberal radio audience?
Sinton: There's an outcry for it. Look
at the cume audience of morning and
afternoon drive on NPR, something like
25 million people. This is asure sign that
someone's not being served. Ithink
there's a lot of potential audience in
music radio, too, and atremendous disenfranchised audience as well.
RW: Plans for station acquisition?
Sinton: We plan to have both acquisitions and LMAs. Currently it looks like
we'll roll out in about five of the top 10,
but the nature of startups and acquisitions
means the sands shift and things change,
so I'll defer naming calls outside of
Chicago.
We are also mounting an affiliation

radio original.
Dennis Hart is planning areunion of
"Monitor" alumni this summer in New
York, not far from 30 Rockefeller Center,
where it all began nearly a half-century
ago.
"Monitor ( Take 2): The Revised,
Expanded Inside Story of Network
Radio's Greatest Program," by Dennis
Hart, is published by iUniverse, New
York and Lincoln, Neb., 2003. Retail:
$21.95.
Peter King is an Orlando-based staff
correspondent for CBS News Radio. 4)
drive. Maybe it's more accurate to say
we're responding to an avalanche of affiliate inquiries....
Apparently there are alot of operators
who think our original programming is
more likely to generate ratings and revenue
than standards, second-tier talk, or, in the
case of acouple of FMs, tired AC records.
RW: How do you respond to cynicism
from conservatives to the idea of progressive talk?
Sinton: We're overwhelmed and gratified. Ican't thank the conservative news
outlets that have given us great visibility
by slamming us — can't thank them
enough.
After the initial write-ups in the New
York Times, the coverage carried over
internationally. We were deluged for the
first month. ... Maintaining our visibility
doesn't seem to be a problem because
there's so much interest in having another
voice out there.

•
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A Peek Into John Doe's Diary
Roller coasters. Haunted houses.
highly scrutinized by corporations.
Driving on the wrong side of the road.
(Although it's hard to imagine anyone
These can be very scary. But nothing,
thinking of atrip to Columbia as boonmy friend, is scarier then a visit to
doggle, unless your idea of ahot time is
Arbitron.
hanging out in ahotel bar or visiting a
I'll admit it. With the easy availability
shopping mall.)
of Maximizer and the PD Advantage
What scared me on my recent visit to
right on my desktop, Ihaven't made the
Arbitron? The diaries.
trip to Arbitron in many years. Iwas
Looking at them reminded me of a
lulled into this state of passive behavior
few facts that had become buried somebecause Icould crunch nearly any numwhere in my subconscious. Iwas jolted
ber needed. There are so many ways to
to recall:
slice and dice the data that Igradually
forgot the experience Iused to get when I
•The vast majority of people who
looked at areal diary.
make comments in diaries have simple
It was a feeling, an emotion ... an
opinions about radio. They'll note things
experience.
like " too many commercials," " the
morning DJ sucks," "Ilove/hate Rush
Rude mechanicals
Limbaugh" or "they never give the trafThe last time Ivisited Arbitron, the
fic information on roads Idrive."
men and women who collect the data
•Some stations get lucky with a few
had yet to scan the actual diaries into a heavy diaries, where aparticipant draws
viewable program, so one had to look at
a line from 6 a.m. to midnight almost
every "mechanical," or actual diary, to
every day of the week, thereby nearly
learn anything out of the ordinary. Yes,
creating a "hot Zip code" of its own ( if
yes, Iknow that was long time ago.
sorting Zips by quarter hours).
Isuspect that Iam not the only radio
•Not a lot of effort goes into filling
guy who hasn't made the trek to
out a diary. If we were grading diaries
Columbia, Md., in recent years. Many
for decent handwriting and neatness.
people don't visit Arbitron for another
we'd be passing out a lot of failing
reason: expense. Travel has become
grades. It's difficult not come away

People
News

United Stations Radio Networks
appointed David H. Lacey as chief engineer. Lacey remains in New York at
USRN's Launch Radio Networks headquarters, but is responsible for studios in
New York, Los Angeles and Nashville, as
well as facilities growth.
Comrex Corp. named Chris Crump
as director of sales and marketing. He
had held the same position for Klotz
Digital America.
Bruce Graham
was hired as senior
director of sales for
ABC Radio Networks Detroit. He
oversees the sales
team that handles
Michigan, Ohio,
Indiana, Kentucky
and Canada.
ABC
Inc.
attorney Jane B.
Larry Baker
Stewart
was
named VP of broadcasting legal and business affairs.
Westwood One named Shawn Pastor
as senior VP of network affiliate sales.
Zeo Radio Networks appointed Rico
Garcia director of affiliate relations. He
had directed the sales efforts for the radio
program, "On the House with the Carey
Brothers."... Radio production executive
Jonathyn Brown, formerly of Superadio

Networks, was appointed to Ze,o's production team.
Audio-Technica promoted two in its
sales department. Glenn Roop was appointed director of professional product sales;
Kal Muliens was named director of strategic account sales.
NAB's VP of Human Resource
Development Dwight Ellis retired and
launched amedia and workforce development consultancy.
Westwood One appointed Andrew
Zaref, formerly a lead partner with
KPMG LLP, to CFO. He replaces
Jacques Tortoroli, who now serves as
CFO of Infinity Broadcasting...
Crown International named Larry
Baker as market director for portable PA,
recording and broadcast products.
Veronique
Rodman, a
PR specialist
and former
television
producer, was
appointed by
President
Bush to the
Broadcasting
Board
of
Governors.
She replaces
Andrew Za ref
Robert
M.
Ledbetter Jr. of Tupelo, Miss., whose
term expired.
The Radio and Television News
Directors Foundation announced it
would honor Sens. Charles Grassley, RIowa, and Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., NBC's
Andrea Mitchell and Entravision's
Walter Ulloa for their work on behalf of
press freedom at its annual First
Amendment Awards Dinner.
Jeff Federman was named VP and
general manager of Infinity Broadcasting's
KCBS(FM) in Los Angeles. He joins from
Emmis Communications, where he served
as VP and director of sales for
KPWR(FM) and KZLA(FM). Federman
replaced Trip Reeb, who continues to
oversee KROQ(FM) in Los Angeles.

Promo Power

with the feeling that as little effort as
possible was used when completing
many asurvey.
•An awful lot of people write down
call letters and frequencies incorrectly.
Stations that have been in their respective formats the longest seem to have the
least issue with that particular problem.
•The luck of what Zip code a diary
falls into accounts for much of the end
result, especially for stations that are
signally challenged.
•A lot of diaries have the appearance
of being filled out all at one time and
not on daily basis. This could mean that
aparticipant is either "remembering" an
entire week, or making it up.
If you find any of those thoughts
frightening — and obviously Ibelieve
you should — what can you do about it?
While Idon't have space in one column for specific information, Iwill
offer one big picture comment for
your consideration: Paint your radio
canvas with things that will " print"
with your listeners.
Radio through print
Something prints with alistener when
it hits an emotional chord. Certain songs
print. Certain event promotions print.
Certain copy in promotional announcements print. Certain stunts print. Certain
personalities print. Certain feature programs print.

by Mark Lapidus
The more often your station broadcasts material that "prints," the more
you'll win.
It's all about recall, at least until
Arbitron's People Meters appear to rock
our world. If we don't make our product
highly memorable, we don't have nearly
as good achance at ratings as the next
guy who's doing this better than we are.
It's easy to trash Arbitron. I'm tempted
to do so at this very moment. But it won't
do adamn bit of good. It's like ignoring
reality. Much better, for the time being, to
learn how to dance well and to do the
dance so that every listener will remember it.
The
author
is president
of
Lapidus Media. Reach him at marklapidus@yahoo.com.

epficAtor
Long and short form program delay system
There are so many different programs available today for
your stations' format to choose from. Do you ever wish that
you could carry all of : hem, but just don't have the time or
resources on hand to record more than one program at a
time?
With the Replicator from RDS this is possible. It can record
up to FOUR different streams of audio and can even playback
one that it's recording simultaneously!!
Not only does it record the programs, it captures the relay
closures from the source you are recording and reproduces
them during playback, acting just like a satellite source. It can
be programmed to record and playback at specific times or by
relay closure.
The Replicator is the perfect companion to the RDS Phantom
digital automation system or any other automation system.
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Be sure to see the article on

-

the Phantom in this issue of
=MN

Radio World
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Call or email today for more information on the Replicator,
the Phantom or our Traffic and Billing system.
800-521-5222 - salas@registerdata.com
www.registerdata.com
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The new Omnia-5EX HDFM is an advanced FM
processor with parallel processing optimized for both
conventional and digital FM, delivering the clear, clean,
loud, competitive sound you need to make your station
rise above the competition.
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Powerful New Omnia Processor
for Conventional and Digital FM
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Features: unique final limiter for DAB; integrated stereo generator
with advanced peak control, pilot filter and dual composite MPX outputs
for conventional FM; 24-bit/96 kHz processing; 5band limiter; 2AGC
bands; wideband AGC; full color display; digital/analog I/O with dual
AES/EBU outs; remote control via Ethernet, serial or modem connection;
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You've probably seen
BSW's huge new 2004
Broadcast Catalog. But if you
want the very latest in new
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broadcast equipment, you don't have to wait for the
next issue. Just visit our website, www.bswusa.com,
for an incredibly vast resource of information.
There you'll discover expanded product
descriptions, technical specifications, back-panel photos,
accessories, special promotions and sales, links to
manufacturer web pages, and much more. We constantly
update the website and add new products, with many
hitting the site before they land in the catalog. In
addition, because www.bswusa.com is afull-featured
e-commerce site, you can read about the products you
need and then quickly and easily order them right
online, with the same fast shipping and excellent service

Limited Edition
Koss PRO4AA
Headphone
Only $49.95!

List 99'

This latest-generation Solid-State recorder from
Marantz is compatible with Compact Flash and
Microdrive memory cards, records in multiple file
formats/resolutions and now has aUSB port, for the
ultimate in flexible, portable digital recording!

SUPPL

W

WORLDWIDE

Features: records in WAV, Broadcast Wave, MP2
or MP3 formats; selectable bitrate and sampling
frequency allowing complete control over file sizes
and audio quality; USB port for direct high speed file
transfer into computers and for software updates; large
LED screen; lockable covers for setting selectors and
media slot; digital input and output, XLR microphone
inputs, unbalanced line input and output on cinch/
RCA; switchable phantom power ( 48V); automatic and
manual recording level control; microphone filtering
and limiter; " Mark Points" for recording and playback;
EDL playback modes; built in condensor microphone
and loudspeaker; bundled with 64 MB Flash card.
PMD670

List 899"

CJKOSS

49 95
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Portable SolidState Recorder
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Gel-filled ear cushions provide acomplete seal, resulting in excellent
isolation from ambient sound. Frequency response is 10 Hz-25 kHz;
impedance is 250 ohms; cable is 10 ft. coiled, enters on the left side and is
hard-wired with a1/4" connector! Save $30 over the standard model price
and upgrade your classic PRO4AA headphone — order today!
Limited availability. Bulk packaged without box or instruction manual.
(Who needs those, anyway?)

Rmaill EMU M.'

Secret Undocumented BSW
Employee #7: Jeff " Riptide"
Stokley works long hours surfing
the web to make sure BSW is
offering the best deals online.
We let him work out of Hawaii
because he insists "the surfing's
way more radical" (they must
have high-speed DSL lines
everywhere or something...)
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Incredible Offer! BSW
purchased this special
production run of the classic
Koss PRO4AA headphone
especially for our customers.
This time-tested headphone is
still the choice of broadcast
professionals, due to its rugged
construction, comfortable fit and
wide frequency response.

PRO4AA-B

you've come to expect from your friends at BSW.

8-i

699°°

terle.742
Fast 2-Track Editing
Software Only $ 149°°
The makers of VoxPro PC now have agreat
introductory, two-track digital audio recording
software package that can be used on any
laptop or desktop PC using most sound cards,
for fast, easy editing! VoxPro E2 lets you cut
your audio and get it on the air right away, at
agreat low price. Get aFree trial download now at www.bswusa.com!
Features: records instantly in any mode; shows file most recently
recorded in sound window ready to edit; imports and exports most
popular file types including . wav and . mp3; records and plays back
in stereo and mono; in two-track mode automatically separates host/
caller talk-over with "Voiceslip"; much more.
VOXPROE2

List 179"

149 0°

er way, you'll get agreat deal.
55v,-</tege
Huge Price
Reduction!
List Price Cut
by $800"
stereo EFX enhancement. Call today to add this powerful,
de processor to your station's arsenal.
.EXHDFM

List 7,980°°

Call

Incredible Price
On Short/Cut Editor!
Take advantage of the new much lower price on the
popular Short/Cut Editor, which offers fast editing of single
or dual channel audio. It offers everything you'll need to capture and
edit audio for talkshows, commercials, voice-overs and more. Call for our new sale price today!
Features: waveform display; real-time editing including cut, copy, insert, erase; insert record; crossfades;
fade-in/fade-out; gain changes and ramping; one-touch instant record; title and cut select with built-in
keyboard; assign cuts or edited clips to 10 Hot Keys per directory; 10 directories with password-protect;
hard disk stores 12 hours of audio; reads and writes .WAV, .BWF and .AIFF files on Mac or PC disks; DNET File Transfer Network capability lets you transfer finished audio; balanced XLR analog I/O ( left
channel input is switchable mic/line level); AES/EBU digital I/O; IEC-958/II input; D-NET output.

n/8-out FireWire Audio Interface

SC182

Old List 3,495"

eDigidesign Digi 002 Rack is an 8-in/8-out, 2-space
nount FireWire interface with MIDI connectivity and
•
ower of ProTools LE! The Digi 002 Rack brings flexible,
rful ProTools LE recording and aprofessional FireWireinterface within reach of small stations or studios but
enough firepower and speed for any application.
atures: FireWire connectivity, 8analog inputs, 8analog
its, 4mic pres with individual gain and high-pass filter;
lhantom power enabled on channel pairs, 8channels of
T optical I/O or 2channels of S/PDIF I/O, Outputs 1 & 2
3red on 1/4" TRS monitor output (with dedicated volume
?op, and RCA-based - 10 dBV fixed output; MIDI I/O: 1IN
2OUT ports ( 16 channels IN/32 channels OUT), 24-bit/96
A/D and DIA converters, Alternate Source Input for direct
ttoring of - 10 dBV audio equipment, (tape players, CD
etc.), Headphone output with dedicated volume control
'included, Footswitch for QuickPunch control, 2U rackntable chassis.
I002RACK

List 1,295°°
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Simply and Transparently
Prevents Dead Air, Generates
Alarms & Switches to Back-Up
The Broadcast Tools Silence Monitor III improves on
the original SSM. It's designed to monitor any stereo
or two independent mono sources, generate alarms
and transparently switch to back-up source equipment
when silence is detected.
Features: front-panel, remote control and relay
monitoring; selectable silence detection of -23, -25,
-35 and -45 dB; precise time delay from 2seconds to
85 minutes; precise restore timing delay from off to
42 minutes; active balanced inputs; defeatable alarm;
relays for most remote functions. May be used on a
desktop or rack-mounted with optional RA- 1rack shelf
for mounting up to three units in 1U rack space.
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Single- Channel Frequency-Agile FM Relay/Translator Receiver
The Inovonics 630-00 is asingle channel, frequency-agile receiver for FM-relay ( translator) service and
other broadcast applications which demand superior off-air reception and accurate carrier demodulation.
Features: composite (MPX) and stereo audio outputs; accurate front-panel metering displays MPX and
audio levels, incoming RF level and multipath distortion; selectable IF bandwidth and advanced Walsh-function
demodulator and aproportional stereo blend feature insure optimum reception under all signal conditions;
remote control of the selectable operating parameters; auto-mute logic and acomposite over-deviation
limiter protect the re-broadcast signal; local and remote alarms for loss of carrier and loss of audio.
63000

List 1,25000

99500
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RackFtider
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Affordable Rackmount Power Conditioners with Rack Lights
Both at under $90.00, these Furman RackRider models feature eight switched AC outlets on
the rear panel to power up and protect your equipment. Both are for use with 120 volt AC lines,
and are rated at 15 amps (or atotal load of 1800 watts, combining all outlets). The RR- 15 and
RR- 15-PLUS feature two slide-out, swiveling light fixtures to provide discreet illumination of your
equipment. The RR- 15-PLUS (lower) adds an incoming AC line voltage display.
RR -15

List 92"

5900

RR15PLUS

List 114°°

89°°
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BSW offers package pricing • Let us save you money on your next quote

800 • 426 • 8434 or online gwww.bswusa.com

Broadcast SuppNy
Worldwide.
Your Best Source
for Professional
Audio Products.
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Buyer's Guide
Digital Audio Production
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KVTY Installs ' Familiar' Lazer Blade
Scott Studios' Editing Software Reminiscent
Of Long- Established Editing Formats
by Jeff Scott
Program Director
KVTY(FM1
LEWISTON,
Idaho
Idavend
Broadcasting/KRPL Inc. in Lewiston and
Moscow, Idaho, consists of five radio stations, all of which have ( or will soon
have) Scott Studios SS32 Lazer Blade
editing software installed for phone editing needs.
KVTY(FM), one of our top 40 CHR
stations, uses the Lazer Blade software,
as well as our sister stations,
KMOK(FM)
and
KRLC(AM).
KZFN(FM) and KRPL(AM) are recent
acquisitions, and will be upgrading to

this editing capability shortly.
Many of us still remember editing
phoners on reel-to-reel, or have used one
of the popular software packages or
standalone audio editors. As far as those
methods are concerned, I've found Lazer
Blade to be easier; and if you've edited
audio on any other software, you can
jump right into using Lazer Blade.
You might compare it to using a
Short/cut 360 that's incorporated into the
touch screen. Lazer Blade comes with a
media control station outfitted with an external jog/shuttle wheel, reminiscent of the
360, but Ipersonally prefer to use the touchscreen set up. Everything is on my screen
where Ineed it. No more looking at asepa-

rate monitor for editing and playback.
One-touch recording eases the answering of calls. A call comes in, you press
record and phone audio is saved in your
specific file. Each jock is
able to create their own
folder into which they
can record and save
audio,
making
the
archiving of audio a
breeze. The only disappointment is that the
phoner is saved with a
date and time stamp
instead of the jock being
able to label it.

-e
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The Lazer Blade is awonderful addition to our on-air studios. Training is a
non-issue for our staff, and Ihaven't even
looked at the manual yet.
It resembles separate editing equipment we're all familiar with, but puts the
information right there on your air
screen. Gone are the days of looking at

No fumbling
Once the audio is
saved and you're ready
to air it, select the cut
you're looking for and
the waveform will pop
up on the screen. Lazer
Blade also enables the
user to insert phoners
directly onto the main
automation screen hot
keys and play them
there. This feature does
let you label your audio
cuts on the hot keys.
Editing the waveform
is asnap. Just like other
audio editing programs,
Lazer Blade comes with a media control station
set your "ins" and "outs"
outfitted with an external jog/shuttle wheel.
and decide where to cut
and or paste. Of course, you have access
other monitors and fumbling with other
pieces of equipment.
to ascrub button to make those edits more
precise, ascroll bar to make them fast and
For more information, including prican unlimited undo button. Thank goodness
ing, contact Scott Studios in Dallas at
for that. ( Don't forget the "Beep" button
(972) 620-2211 or visit www.scottstufor those potty-mouth callers.)
dios.com.
TECH

UPDATE

Marantz Offers PMD Editing Software

Every AudioScience soundcard is Built for Broadcast ."to expand your audio options and automation
capabilities. Features like new TSX'm time scaling algorithm* give you pitchless stretch and squeeze
by up to 20%. With

MRXTM

multi- rate mixing you can record, play and mix multiple audio streams

to 1Hz precision. And advanced SoundGuard multilayer Transient Voltage Suppressors (TVS) dissipate
power peaks of over 1000W. Our onboard DSPs let you record and play the latest compression
formats including MPEG-1 Layer Il and MP3, with multistream capability. Expand your sonic options.
Call us at + 1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.

Sound Ensuneennse
Awe.Eirellence

Marantz Professional has debuted
PMDEdit archival and editing software. It integrates with the Marantz Pro PMD670, PMD680
and PMD690 solid-state recorders, and
CDR300 and CDR510 CD recorders.
Features include file management for applications that require audio archiving, and automatic splitting of files on import to your computer. EDL marker can be set during or after the
recording that will create individual files out of
long-term recordings.
Files can be labeled, rearranged or converted
into smaller manageable files. PMDEdit
exports to audio formats such as WAV, MP2,
MP3, WMA or Real Audio for posting on the
Web or intranet sites. Additionally, files can be
archived to CD-ROM.
For more information, including pricing, contact Marmuz in Illinois at (630)
741-0330 or visit www.d-mpro.com.

efflemmummiummummlwit
The new Latitude Edition, powered by DigaSystem.
The radio automation system specifically built to meet your station's
every need. We make running radio stations easy.
To learn more about how Latitude Edition can make your station aleader in the
marketplace, visit our booth # SL2477 at NAB, or contact us at ( 703) 396 4900.
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Stations Ease Production With Vault2
by Mark T. Simpson
Director of Engineering/MIS
KIIM(FM)/KHYT(FM)/KSZR(FM)
KTUC(AM)/KCUB(AM)
TUCSON, Ariz. Iwork for five Citadel
Broadcasting stations. A while ago we
decided to replace our digital audio system with a Broadcast Electronics
Vault2/Express "hybrid," which gave us
better audio redundancy and enables us
to integrate production into our fast paced air studios easily.
We had been running BE's AudioVault
AV100 system for almost eight years.
Besides better networking ability between
air and production studios, the new
Vault2/Express system gives us more control over how and when we can produce
commercials, liners and voice tracks.
Iset up the system so that each station
has two computer chassis. One has local
audio cards and runs AVAir along with
NFS, and the other is aclient that runs from
two separate servers in the equipment room.
The local machine uses IDE RAID drives to hold acopy of the station's audio, as
well as shared files such as commercials or
PSAs. The two main servers utilize RAID
5-configured SCSI drives that have capacities equal to or greater than those of the
five individual air computers, and hold a
copy of the audio for every station.
The client workstations in each studio
look at the volume on the two servers and
play audio from their Digigram MixAn8
cards. Each station's backup air machine
runs half of its decks from one server and
half from the other. And there lies the
redundancy and greater network accessibility between studios.
Card-carrying production
The production computers have
their own Digigram VX222 cards, but
record the data to the main servers.
That way Idon't need large hard- drive
arrays in each studio, which can all

The author checks the status of Citadel Broadcasting's
AudioVault servers and Net Record computers.
VoiceTrack now because of the
VX222's multiple streams. No more
wasting of three channels, as was the
case with the AV100 system.
One added benefit of using the new
Digigram cards is the audio sounds
better than with the AV 10 0 cards,
which already sounded great. The program directors noticed the improvement before Icould tell them about it.
Another aspect of the new Vault2
system that Ilike is the ability to save
production files with the cart numbers
and description, so when you are
done, it's already in the system and
ready to go. This is made possible
because of the AVProd program.
which is AudioVault's version of programs like CoolEdit ( now known as

Adobe Audition).
Iam now in the process of setting
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ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • PO. BOX 76 • DEVON. PA 19333-0076 USA
(610) 687-5550 • FAX1610)687-2986 • WVVW.BELAR.COM
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up AVProd for each of my five stations
to use as a phone editor with their
backup AVAir computers. A great feature of the program is a function
called Quick Record. You simply click
the Quick Record button once and
you're ready to go. When you need to
record a phone call, just press the
space bar on the keyboard. When finished, press the space bar again to
stop. You can do that as many times as
you want.
The WAV files will show up on the
screen as separate files. Each portion
of audio can be edited and saved as a
separate file, making it easy to put
phone calls on the air once they are
saved. Just add the file to the day's
log. This enables you to keep taking
phone calls when you would normally
have to stop what you are doing to
play back the call. By using AVProd
this way, it makes it easier to make
promos for the next day. No more
dragging a Short/cut to the production
room to get sound bites.
After all, the most important thing
is that the users are happy using this
system. As long as they are happy, I
am happy. That's one less call Ihave
to deal with in the middle of
the night.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Broadcast Electronics
at (217) 224-4700 or visit www.audiovault.com. •

UPDATES

D.A.V.I.D. Updates DigaSystem Editor
D.A.V.I.D. Systems updated its Mii ntrack Editor audio production tool for the
DigaSystem radio operating system.
Multitrack Editor 4offers virtual track management and object-oriented production with
tracks and clips. The user can record on one
track and playback on different ones simultaneously. Its integrated audio conversion engine
recognizes commonly used audio formats and
converts them to the selected format.
Grouped into four working areas
Multitrack Page, Edit Station, Recorder Page
and Reporter Box — each page handles specific tasks and displays only those functions
- essential to the current production stage to preserve the uncluttered interface. Version 4
has aredesigned GUI and the same layout and operation for all screens. The company
says it works with all audio formats, allows multi-format editing and is equipped with an
internal 32-bit float audio engine.
The effects, such as easy equalizer, parametric equalizer, compressor and subsonic,
can be automated and are applicable to tracks and objects. MM drivers are supported,
as are Digigram NP drivers.
Fatures include ActiveX plugins; audio track mixer with lowlatency volume and
panning changes; overview track screen window; and sample accurate cuts with
MP2/MP3. Editing options include automated crossfade, phase analysis and phase
display, soft scrolling for smooth waveform movement and vertical waveform zoom.
For more information, including pricing, contact D.A.V.1.D. in Virginia at ( 703)
396-4900 or visit www.digasystem.com.

3
Zephyr's 10th birthey
(But you get the present).
When we first married MP3 with ISDN in 1993, we had no
idea that their offspring would grow up to be the most- loved
audio codec ever. But it has, and its popularity keeps growing
—there are now more than 10,000 Zephyr codees in radio
stations and production studios around the globe.
•

•

•

•

Get two award-winning codecs - Zephyr Xstream & Zephyr Xport
POTS - for just $4.995 US MSRP. Add ISDN capability (with G722 and
low delay MPEG AAC-LD coding) to your Xport for just $ 399 more. or...

A birthday this significant deserves aspecial present, so here
it is: the Zephyr 10th Birthday Bundle, acomplete codec
package at aonce-in-a-decade price.
You'll get the best-selling Zephyr Xstream for your studio,
and the satisfaction of knowing you can make CD-quality
ISDN connections to virtually anywhere using industry standard MPEG Layer 3or MPEG AAC coding. And for
your remote kit, the award- winning Zephyr Xport with
built-in two channel mixer — perfect for sponsored remotes,

, .•

sporting events, interviews and live appearances. Just plug in
to any POTS phone line for an aacPlus' link to your Zephyr
Xstream; you'll get stunning audio and rock- solid connections.

...Upgrade to the Ultimate Remote Bundle: a rack-mount Zephyr
Xstream for the studio and a portable Zephyr Xstream MXP with
4channel DSP mixer and onboard audio processing by Omnia,
for only $ 7,294 US MSRP.

Best of all, you'll receive your Zephyr 10th Birthday Bundle
for the special price of just $4,995 US MSRP — over $ 1,800
in savings. (There are more special Zephyr bundles to fit specific needs; just ask your Telos dealer.) But don't delay —
this special offer is only good through.F-Gbfflttry72004-7 /
301-\'‘'

2°C" b

AUDIO INETWORKS

tei0S-SySteMS.COM
Telos, the lelos logo, Zephyr, Zephyr Xstream, Zephyr Xport are all registered trademarks of TLS Corporation, © 2003, TLS Corporation. All rights reserved. aacPlus ( TM) Coding Technologies.
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Audion Labs Debuts Compact VoxPro
by Tom McGinley
DOE/MIS
Infinity Broadcasting
SEATTLE Audion Labs has introduced
a compact version of the VoxPro audio
editor called e'.
First introduced in 1993 on the Mac
platform by long-time Seattle radio personality Charlie Brown, the two- track
editor served radio station jocks through
its quick editing of recorded phone calls.
In 2001, it evolved into aPC version with
added features. VoxPro is touted by the
company as the de facto industry standard for phone call editing.
VoxPro's little brother, e' is intended
for production studios, newsrooms and
environments where simple stereo or
mono audio editing capabilities are needed. Any modern Windows PC with a
mouse, keyboard, sound card and speakers can run e'. VoxPro editing features,
such as VoiceSlip, Bleep, Undo, Redo,
Slow/Fast Shuttle and user- adjustable
audio scrub are included. However, e'
does not include the use of an external
hardware controller, a remote control
interface or the ability to network multiple machines together.
Sibling rivalry
The e' features the capability to handle
WAY, WMA, AIF and MP3 audio files. A
mouse-controlled on- screen "tape transport" is offered for executing commands,
rather than the familiar hardware controller
or mapped keys on the PC keyboard.
The coolest feature of the e' is that
keys and associated functions are marked
clearly with "bubble" labels. Most operators quickly get the feel of point- andclick with the mouse or alternate numpad editing method, and find it's as
precise as the external hardware controller.
Like the VoxPro platform, e' edits
audio as a Windows Wave file and han-

>_.f.•
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e2 edits audio as aWindows Wave file and handles audio files on an LAN

e

2

is intended for environments where

simple stereo- or mono-audio editing

capabilities are needed.

dies audio files on an LAN using the
import/export feature to convert, edit and
return the file to the desired format and
location. For converting MP3 files, e'
uses LAME, an open- standard, nolicense program known for its quality and
lack of audible artifacts.
e' does not need Direct-X audio capable sound cards. Virtually any Windows
compatible card will work, but to ensure
broadcast quality performance, higherend cards with low distortion and noise

Voltage
edifiers

s"•% .
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WE HAVE CCA
RECTIFIERS

Nobody Knows Them
/. Better Than We Do

/ Once again, HV Components/CKE brings
you areliable ret•ofit rectifier package for
y3ur tralsmitter : flat saves you money and
delvers the performEr ce and reliability you've
come to expel from us. Our Model 51016 shown here
is athree-phase full wave bridcE designed to easily drop
into your AM, FM or television transmitter. Conservatively
rated for power supplies of up to 12 KV and 9amps output.
this retrofit package fills the bill tor most any application.

Quick, Cost-Effective & Evert Solutions

www.rectifiersicom

800144936370

I NCA

1

floor specs are recommended. e can run
on Win98, Win2k and Xp OS platforms.
Minimum specs recommend a Pentium
3-class machine with 128 mB of RAM,
but we've used it successfully on older
Pentium 2and AMD K6-2 machines with
adecent video card.
The software is optimized for Win2k
and Xp, so Win98 machines may be alittle more challenged, especially with the
streaming waveform display. It might
behave alittle jerky but the audio is not
affected, except on machines with slower
CPUs or less RAM.
e' is available for downloading and a
30- day free demo test-drive from the
company's Web site. One licensed copy
of e' covers one machine, but can be
loaded and reloaded four times per
license to accommodate changes and
upgrades to the PC's hardware.
The e' should find quick acceptance
for editing tasks where Cool Edit Pro,
Adobe Audition and other multi-track
production editors are overused and present a steep learning curve for the
untrained or occasional user. e' also is
cheaper. In addition to editing phone
calls, studio interviews and news stories,
we are using e' to edit air- checks for
clients, best- of shows and audio affidavits.
As far as recommended features are
concerned, we'd like to see an audio
fade-in and fade-out capability for creating smooth transitions. But for the price,
the e' is awinner — hands down.
For more information, including pricing, contact Audion Labs in Washington
at ( 206) 842-5202 or visit www.
audionlabs.com.

•
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NetStation Eases Access to Audio Sources
Kersonic KS- IListening NetStation is anetwork audio workstation that enables
the ability to listen to live and stored audio content over IP networks. NetStation plays
linear and MPEG audio files and streams; it can access intranet and connect to
automation software, browse audio libraries and monitor what is playing at alocal or
remote location.
The workstation controls broadcast equipment without going through complex
menus or loading multiple applications. Kersonic, which has offices in France and the
United States, features atestimonial on its Web site from the deputy general manager
of Radio-France, who notes the KS- 1terminal's PCMCIA slots enable reporters to
read and transfer content from solid-state digital audio recorder Flash cards.
The Web-based graphical interface can be customized for specific tasks or user
groups, and atouch-screen and jog-dial enable intuitive navigation. NetStation has a
compact footprint and is fanless for quiet operation.
The system uses the Linux operating system and supports IP multicast technology, which
allows simultaneous listeners to monitor an audio program over one stream, thus conserving
network bandwidth. Automatic software updates via network eases maintenance.
For more information, including pricing, contact Kersonic USA at ( 702) 543-6906
or visit www.kersonic.com.
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KUHF Manages Audio With SADiE
by Brad Sayles
Senior Recording Engineer
KUHF(FM)
HOUSTON
KUHF(FM) 88.7 is an
NPR affiliated station that offers news and
classical music, as well as locally produced
features to the Houston community. Along
with network productions, we provide the
community with three weekly arts and
music shows and aweekly feature broadcast
of the Houston Symphony.
When we moved into our new facilities
in the fall of 2000, we began to overhaul
and replace our equipment to convert from
an analog to adigital facility. We made the
decision to upgrade our audio workstations to the SADIE PCM4 & PCM8
Windows-based systems. The bulk of our
programming is classical music, so we
wanted a system that would combine
superior sound quality with the flexibility
to customize and upgrade.
Through my past experiences with the
SADiE systems, Iwas assured they
would provide us with the system and
support we needed.
Symphonic editing
The PCM4 and PCM8 accept analog and
AES digital signals and support sample
rates of up to 192k, with real-time DSP
playback of up to 32 channels of audio per
card. PCM4 has four I/O, while PCM8 has
eight I/O and the ability to run multiple
cards in asystem for up to 32 1/0 configurations.
Our SADiE PCM8 is the heart of our
production facilities, with the physical system rack- mounted in aseparate machine
room to reduce noise. We use the system for
multitracking studio sessions, importing
stereo and multitrack WAV files from the
field and assembling radio shows for local
and NPR/PRI broadcast.
The PCM4 is used for quick promo editing, smaller editing projects and as abackup
for the PCM8. Both systems are connected
to an audio server via standard Windows
networking, so we can pull up projects in
either room and continue to work on them
as needed.
Ithink SADiE's most attractive feature
is its editing model and user interface.
Within its Edit Decision List, we can
record, edit and master the audio. Using the
integrated PQ Editor, we can burn directly
to CD without having to create an image
file. We control every aspect of the waveform without having to jump between separate windows. Everything from simple cut
and splice, volume, fade and crossfades are
handled within the EDL.
We can integrate the use of SADiE proprietary and DirectX plug-ins in real time
through their customizable software mixer.
This new feature has been abig timesaver
because we can process shows and burn to
CD faster than in real time. However, we
do have some external gear we prefer over
the plug-ins. With SADiE so easy to route,
we create aux sends on the virtual mixer
that are sent though aphysical digital output, processed by the gear and brought
back into SADiE as a separate channel.
Now we can EQ or automate that
processed signal as needed.
The desktop layout is user-friendly,
allowing us to select the options we need
without being overwhelmed with features
that aren't required for agiven task. SADiE
allows these customized features to be saved
in separate user profiles. We have three edi-

tors at our station, each with their own idea
of how the SADiE should be set up. The
user profiles option makes this possible.
We have collaborated with orchestras
and composers to record and produce several CDs — all of which have been recorded,
edited or mastered on the SADiE. We plan
to expand to SACD and DVD-A and
employ SADiE's surround-sound capabilities. With SADiE's support and research, I
am confident that this will be along-lived
partnership. It's an easy system that will
make your projects sound the way they
deserve to sound.
For more infOrmation, including pricing,
contact SADiE in Nashville at (615) 3271140 or visit www.sadie.com.

Brad Sayies is senior recording engineer for KUHF(FM),
which uses SADiE PCM4 and PCM8 audio workstations.

Radio's best digital air studio
systems are from Scott Studios.
It's a fact: More radio stations
choose Scott Studios' air studio
systems than the second and third
ranked vendors combined.
Scott is chosen the most because
our systems benefit stations the
most. Those with Scott sound
smoother and tighter than stations
with any other system.

Voice Tracker'
Scott's Voice Tracker Via Internet
doesn't require
corporate or
duplicate music libraries. Our
Voice Tracker stations sound
better than live.

-

Hook promos
Promos with hooks—short clips
of upcoming songs—are easy to
build in SS32.

Segue editpr
Fine-tune music, sweeper and
jingle transitions to perfection,
either in Scott's Voice Tracker or
air studio.

It's so easy!
Scott systems are simple, intuitive
and powerful. You get color
codes, Hot Keys, fast-find Cart
Walls, previews, our great
NewsRoom, production you
already know how to use, the
smoothest traffic and music
import, and log editing everywhere.

Perfect timing
Scott Studios' SS32 gives you
exact 30s, 60s and desired timing
for any recordings—with no
pitch shift.

Fast phone editor
Every time a jock answers the
phone, it's auto-recorded. No
need to start, stop or make labels
(unless you want to). Editing and
airing great phones is as quick as a
flash!

1-888-GET-SCO1T

-

Play anything
SS32 auto- imports
audio from wireless
PDAs, laptops, weather
services and MP3s.
Within your budget
SS32 works with any hardware,
and you only pay for software
features you'll use, so it's in your
price range.

Not Proprietary!
Start right
Scott Studios sends a training
technician to every new customer. We spend a week finetuning our system and training
your people to make the most of
it. Then, we stay as close as your
phone, 24/7.

Of the top 25 radio groups, all but
one bought new Scott systems
recently. Find out why. Call 1888-GET-SCOTT or visit us at
NAB Booth N3007

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
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Telephone Solutions by CircuitWerkes

THUNDERSTORMS HIT
PLANET EARTH EVERY YEAR!
The HC-3hybrid telephone autocoupler
The HC- 3 is ideal for many tasks like listen & concert
lines, remote broadcasting. IFB interfaces. & More.
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The Itew Telco-6, six line,
incoming, ring detector

IT TAKES ONLY ONE TO

Is someone calling? Find out with the new Telco- 6!
The telco-6 detects telephone ring signals from one to
six lines and provides adry relay output for each line.

PiT`r 0JOFF THrri
rr
The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low-resistance
discharge path for the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
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CP-1 & CP-2 call progress decoders
Did you ever connect a telephone coupler to a phone
line or PBX only to discover that it won't hang up?
CircuitWerkes' call progress decoders can save the
day on most systems. They listen for dial- tone or busy
signals and, when present. force your couplers offline.

The AC-12 telco autocoupler bank
Get up to adozen, full featured, telephone autocouplers in
just 5.25" of rack space. The coupler bay features a
common power supply and two audio busses for easy
mass feeds. Individual couplers can be used for sending
or receiving seperately from the rest - perfect for IFBs.
Newly updated design improves audio performance and
overall reliablility to anew standard of excellence!

flip: www.circuitwerkes.com _

CircuitWerkes

Model CRW

PRE- OWNED

BROADCAST & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONiC:.

with
confidence!
BLiy

Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver,
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear
terminals. Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double
conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in
first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate
MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input.
Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to 70 dB.
19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal enclosure. In
stock—available for immediate delivery.

Lortana
Write or call For afree brochure and desuin
P.O. Bolt 2548, Farrneenton, Hid 81499-2548
Toll Free 888-32S-5316. Paic 50S-326-2331 were, rodanacorporekutcnue

MOORETRONIX

WEATHER RADIO

Price $ 540.00

This affordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the field for over 20 years.

All equipment is sold with documentation and
a30-day Limited Warranty.
.
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We also repair and refurbish PR&E
consoles, modules and accessories.
We speak BMX-I, H, III, AMX,
ABX, Newsmixer,
Stereomixer & Radiomixer.
Visit our web site for available equipment

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO

and news updates.

257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740 592 3898

www.mooretronix.com

www.gorrnan-redlich.corniimg@gormanredlich.com

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

800-300-0733

(PC Boa -drevision taking place: new dev -ces, greater slew rate, better
signal to noise ratio)

SEMICONDUCTORS IPASSIVES IINTERCONNECTS IPOWER IELECTROMECHANICAL

9.
New Products,
New Suppliers,

New Technologies,
New Catalog Every 90 Days ,
>tour, ere Moe., te.areeeve

teekiemeele. to, Ran, Harlem.. In

TEST TOOLS & SUPPLIES

MOUSER

ELECTRONICS

(800) 346-6873

tti

www.mouser.com
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Now Adobe
Audition
In May 2003, Adobe Systems
acquired Syntrillium Software and its
assets.
Adobe Audition software is a
renamed, updated release of Syntrillium's
Cool Edit Pro, bringing Adobe into the
professional audio niche with an editing
and mixing environment for studios,
broadcast facilities and post-production.
The company says Clear Channel and
the BBC used Cool Edit Pro, and now
use Audition, as their standard audio
editing systems in the studio and field. It
had audio mastering and uses digital signal processing effects to mix 128 tracks,
edit individual files and create loops.
Effects such as reverb, delay and dynamics processing are included.
Audition records, edits and mixes
high-resolution 32-bit files using sample
rates up to 10 MHz. It features transparent sample- rate conversion in case the
user must change the sample rate of
audio. Processing is at 32- bit resolution,
and third- party DirectX plug- ins are supported. High-bit-rate material is converted to lower- resolution formats without

introducing audible artifacts, the company says. The audio retains its definition
through user- definable dither depth and
Noise Shaping curves.
Other highlights include atoolkit for
digital audio that consists of an integrated multitrack mixing view, a mono
and stereo waveform editing view,
effects support and looping capabilities; royalty- free performance- based
music loops that can be used to create
individualized music beds; and broad
file- format support, enabling the user to
work with files that arrive from different sources and deliver files in the necessary audio format. Audition supports
Windows PCM ( way), AIFF, MP3,
mp3PRO and WMA 9.
For more infornzation, including pricing, contact Adobe at ( 800) 833-6687 or
visit www.adobe.com/audition.

Digigram Updates
Card Line
In 2003, Digigram released four
sound cards to replace existing cards
PCX822np, PCX440np, LCM440 and
VX820, which had been discontinued.
Its new cards
— PCX822v2,
PC X 442 ,
LCN1440v2 and
VX822
operate at the
3.3 volts standard, and are
the result of
efforts to make
its sound cards
compliant with
the next generation of PCI bus.
"All
Digi
gram
multiDigigramS PCX442
channel sound
sound card has
cards have been
been updated with
updated with a
a universal PCI
Universal PCI
interface.
interface, making them compatible with 3.3V, 5V and
mixed 3.3/5V environments," said the
company's managing director.
PC codec mp3, an optional MP3 codec
for the PCX and LCM sound cards,
improves playback as many MP3 files
can be decoded simultaneously, making
the recording of MP3 possible. Encoding
and decoding is performed on the host
CPU, while mixing is performed on the
sound card. One codec manages multiple
sound cards installed in the same PC.
While it works with the discontinued
sound card models as well, it will not
work with the company's VX line of
cards.
For more information, including pricing, contact Digigram in Virginia at
(703) 875-9100 or visit www.digigram.
com.

THE A UDIOARTS ENGINEERING D-16
I
TLOOKS EXPENSIVE
THIS NEW RADIO CONSOLE from
Audioarts combines the benefits of a
ROUTER and an AUDIO CONSOLE into one
COST-EFFECTIVE digital package, letting
you route any input to any fader or to any
monitor feed, with all sources clearly
shown in bright LED dot matrix displays
right above the faders and monitor level
controls.
A COMPACT TABLETOP DESIGN, the D-16
has the features you need: both analog
and digital PROGRAM and AUDITION
stereo outputs, 2MONO analog outputs,
14 input faders plus 2caller faders, 4 mic
preamps, control room and studio
monitoring, built-in cue and headphone
amps (with concealed headphone jack)
—even four internally generated mixminus outputs!

BUT I
T'S NOT!
W ITH 24- BIT A>D and D>A inputs and
outputs and sample rate converters on
every AES digital input, the D-16 will work
with virtually any digital source gear you
have. It can run your source machines too
(up to eight of them)— all optoisolated.
Its DSP DIGITAL M ETERING simultaneously
displays VU columns and peak hold
fullscale digital so you can be assured of
pristine performance. Its powerful caller
tools generate mix- minuses automatically, and you can program any of its four
MXM outputs to be pre or post fader.
And with Wheatstone's extensive
digital background and reputation you
can be assured that the D-16 is a great
console!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
252-638-7000 / wwwaudioarts.net / saies@wheatstene.com
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/Competitive Prices
/Extensive Rental Fleet ( RF Codecs
Test Equipment, Audio)
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. transmitter has been our
main ski),since Auput 29th, 1988'

/Experienced Staff
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Used Trade- Ins Welcomed
/New and Rebuilt RF and Audio
/Custom Studio Design and
Furniture
/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers
/Turnkey Installations Available

Transmitters from 101N to 35kIN
Digital / Analog STLs Translators
Antennas, Filters & Combiners

You Know We Know Radio
800-438-6040 • www.scmsinc.com • Fax 704-889-4540

Racked, Stacked or Packed
Mixers Deliver!
Ideal for
Location or Multi- Channel Shoots
Single Camera ENG
News Trucks
Sound Effects Gathering
ouu
Up to 11 Channels in 1RU
-9Models Available
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www.bext.com
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products and services.
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Hear why more Engineers and Sound Professionals are specifiying ATI.
For your nearest Dealer call 1-800-922-8001 or visit our new webpage at www.

ATI

41011

audio corn

For more information. call Simone at
703-998-7600, ext. 154
to request amedia kit.

Why we don't use wall-warts... HEADROOM!
You spend hours creating the perfect spot, the ideal mix. Why destroy your sound with
an interface that saws off the audio peaks? That's what happens when you use a cheap
interface that's powered by awall- wart. It's like washing a new BMW with sandpaper!
CHECK IT OUT:

The Matchbox uses abuilt-in 40 volt supply

TOP: Henry Matchbox
Output level: + 26 dBu
Headroom: 22 dB

for exceptional headroom, NO clipping, and
awhopping 122 db of dynamic range.
Your audio deserves nothing less.
HENRY

BOTTOM: " Brand X",
Uses 12- volt wall- wart.
Output clips at + 17 dBu
Headroom: 13 dB
Actual scope photos. Outputs terminated
into 600 ohms. Headroom ref. to + 4 dBu.

Tel: 526-355-3656
www. -tenryeng.com
No Wall-W3r13!

Inc
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NewsEdit XP Adds
Post-Production

Radio World

BUYER'S GUIDE
abroad.
Text that has been added during production using RTF file format can consist of information for the talent to
announce the upcoming element

be displayed on the talent's screen with
automatic scrolling of the text.
File types for future use can be
attached to the production. While
exporting the audio file, the user can

Using the AirControl NT radio
automation and live assist system, with
the NewsPrompter Plug-In, the text can

choose the files he or she would like to
hook up to this particular element —
useful when the person is a foreign

Content
Mediatron says its NewsEdit XP
multitrack editing software meets a
broadcaster's audio editing needs with
integrated content management.
The software adds further editing
capabilities to the traditional process
of creating a sound file with editing
software, working on several tracks,
adding different recordings, cutting,
fading and exporting into different formats.
Broadcasters add elements such as
content, text and pictures or videos to
audible sound. To organize this information, NewsEdit XP uses a centralized database that enables the likes of
Access over mySQL, SQL and Oracle
to be installed.
Contents and attachments are stored;
once the content is added to the database entry, the file can be deleted to
safe storage.
Content can be added while producing a new element with the NewsEdit
XP,
or
while
using
the
DatabaseManager. Files in the database
can be enriched with text or other files.
This is handy for adding content to be
displayed on a Web site or DAB radio

31

correspondent traveling around the
world. Once the production is ready
for broadcast, the correspondent can
add text, pictures or small video clips
and e-mail it to the studio.
Files can be found with content and
attachment catchwords using the
QuickSearch database browsing tool.
Working with a SQL database
enables storage of content data for
access and archiving so it is available
when needed. The ability to store
numerous database entries allows the
system to build acontent and information database, which can become aprimary information source within the
organization or network.
For more information, including
pricing, contact RAM Systems and
Communications at (847) 487-7575 or
visit www.ramsyscom.com.

meanwhile in the

Engineering Pept.

Ji-

360 Short/art Readies
Access to Clips
360 Systems' Short/cut 2000
recorder/editor uses hard-disk technology to replace earlier analog and digital
tape machines.
Its operation controls combine features of tape machines and word
processors. The weighted jog reel
offers asimulation of tape reel "scrub"
editing while a waveform display
assists with editing decisions. Editing
options include cut, copy, insert, erase
and fade-in and fade-out.
Short/cut's file conversion utilities
enable it to interface with most DAWs,
and it reads and writes WAV, BWF, SD2 and AIFF file formats on PC and
Mac. An external Zip drive can be connected at the rear panel to archive finished work. Twelve hours of audio can
be stored, with important clips kept
online and ready to play. To locate a
cut, the user scrolls through directories
with the wheel or types a name on the
keyboard.
A notable feature for radio and
broadcasting is the ability to access
edited clips quickly. For on-air playback of news and phone calls, the "hot
keys" play up to 10 stored audio segments.
The panel buttons are silent- action
and illuminated, and the display is bitmapped backlit blue LCD. The display
scale is zoom- selectable for up to 20
seconds. Included are two 4- inch
(100mm) speech range monitor speakers with level control. A padded gig
bag and SCSI port for external drives
are available as accessories.
For more information, including
pricing, contact 360 Systems in
California at (818) 991-0360 or visit
www.360systems.com.

OMB TRANSMITTERS: HIGH QUALITY, LOW PRICES, BEST WARRANTY
Call for quotes: 1-800-898-0719 (nationwide)
FM Transmitters
Radio Links
amplifiers
antennas
RF Parts + Components

AMERICA
3100 NW 72 nd. Avenue Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122
Ph.: 305 477-0973 - 305 477-0974 ( 6 lines)
Fax: 305 477-0611
Internet http://www.omb.com
ombuso bellsouth.net
Videoconferenc?.: 1305 5940991/92
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Telecom Prof Leaves Digital Legacy
PCC's Communications Curriculum Now
Includes NexGen Audio Workstations
by Jeff Rudisill
Professor, Performing and
Communications Arts Division
Pasadena City College
PASADENA, Calif. Most students
who skim the catalog of available broadcast classes at Pasadena City College in
USER

California are likely to assume that a
career in radio is rather easy to obtain
upon graduation. It's true. A word of
advice for those students: Hurry and sign
up for those classes, for they fill quickly.
We are at the forefront of training
future broadcasters, and have along and
impressive history in education for radio

and TV careers to show for it. Many
well-known people in the industry are
PCC alumni, and the signals being emitted about its broadcasting program are
loud and clear. We have on campus one
of the nation's leading public radio stations, NPR affiliate KPCC(FM), serving
all of Southern California. Through the
strength of our curriculum, we have
established the premier institution for
training students in digital audio production and broadcast operations.

REPORT

KEDU's Ghost in the Machine
Community Radio Station Automates New Studio
With RDS Phantom MPIII System
by Harvey Tvvite
General Manager/
Program Director
KEDU-LP(FM1
Fort Stanton Inc.
RUIDOSO, N.M. At KEDU-LPFM
102.3 Community Radio, we have a
strong commitment to provide quality
community programming. We were the
first LPFM on the air in New Mexico,
and the first in the state to simulcast
programming on the Internet. After 30
years in commercial radio, we undertook an aggressive community project
to provide the best local programming
possible. Simply put, we want to be the
best.
For the most part, our listeners
range in age from 5 to 85. Our program format spans news/talk, classical,
jazz, classic country, big band, Native
American, sports, Spanish and classic
old-time radio. With a programming
lineup as diverse as ours, we require
flexible audio broadcasting equipment.
We decided to build aseries of studios
that would include analog and digital
capabilities.
Starting from scratch
Only four walls, a closet and bathroom existed prior to this community
project. The studio, lighting and sign
construction were donated by area contractors and engineers. However, one
thing was clear from the start. The
heart of our operation was to be The
Phantom MPIII automation system
from Register Data Systems.
My past RDS experience, coupled
with that of our engineer, Ken Bass of
SW Technologies, left no doubt it
would be the perfect fit for this project,
as it has everything we need in a liveassist/automation system — standalone capability, live-assist production
features, production/programming
transfer, network timer/recorder features, import of MP3/WAV files and
24- hour " live" support. Additionally, it
allows the user to customize each personality's show.
"Busy- screen" confusion is eliminated by separating information about
activities, such as input changes,
voice/personality changes and clock
changes, into individual schedules
rather than scheduling them in the log
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between your breaks. The Phantom
keeps the log clean and uncluttered.
Custom liners, bumpers and other
voice/music drops can stay out of the
log, as Phantom airs them on demand at
the touch of ahotkey. The user controls
the rotation frequency, as well as the
mute options. This feature enables that
smooth "live" feel that is lost with many

as recording. It's not my favorite feature, but RDS gives you the option.
The user also is alerted to an upcoming
satellite timer schedule while using the
system for production, allowing for
exit of the system before the timer
begins its operation.
For stations that use one or more
satellite feeds, Phantom can retime spots
to fit them cleanly into asatellite break
window without running late or rejoining the network too soon. It can keep
programming tight by filling incomplete

"The history of Pasadena City
College's audio controls on-air academic
program began in 1957 with the creation
and licensing of KPCS(FM), now
KPCC," said recently retired Professor
Stanley Coutant of the school's telecommunication department.
"Almost ahalf-century later, the new
millennium seemed an appropriate time
to add advanced technology and program
automation to the mix," he said.
Technology first
With aclear goal, Coutant investigated
audio editing systems and production
equipment from several leading companies.
"My strategy was to buy asystem that
would best prepare and train students for
employment in radio broadcasting
careers' he said. "It had to serve both as
aclassroom teaching tool and as an onair professional caliber broadcasting system."

T

he Wizard
Editor allows

PCC instructors to
key in on audio
editing capabilities
in the classroom.

The Phantom MPIII serves KEDUS Studio B; Harvey Twite is GM and PD.
satellite breaks with spots from aspecified list, so that we never rejoin the network in the middle of its closed circuit
feed or optional timed song.
While we allow some breaks to go
unfilled so that PSAs and alerts can be
inserted in the unfilled break, Phantom
does this without violating product
separation. In live day- parts, it overlaps spots to maintain that live feel.
Service after the sale has kept us
coming back to RDS for programming
hardware to RDS Traffic software.
KEDU is outfitted with two MPIII
Phantoms, as well as an RDS
Multitasking
Production system. Plans are on the
The Phantom enables the recording
table for Studio C. Another edition of
of audio into the system, while remainPhantom will take its place in our new
ing on the air, switching input sources
state-of-the-art studios at Community
and airing scheduled breaks and on - Radio.
For more information, including
demand voice drops.
In live operation, its split-screen
pricing, contact Register Data Systems
function makes it possible to view the
in Georgia at (800) 521-5222 or visit
www.registerdata.com •
on- air log during other activities such

other systems.
Another nice quality is the "Quick
Break" and post- log editing features.
"Quick Break" allows for quick "cart"
insertion for on the air playback in seconds, whether it is used for a quick
news update or inserting a long- running program. The user also can go
into the log and edit, or edit a programming clock from the log entry
position, saving critical programming
time and permitting time for lastminute changes without importing a
new log.

Coutant and staff decided on NexGen
Digital Broadcasting, a programming
control center that schedules, stores and
processes all audio data. PCC's new system, from Prophet Systems Innovation,
includes 10 workstations and afile server. With the assistance of the college's
electronics staff, installation was completed in time to celebrate Coutant's
retirement party in June of 2003.
NexGen Digital's Wizard Editor
allows PCC instructors to key in on audio
editing capabilities in the classroom, as it
is capable of mixing four stereo tracks in
real time down to one "mixed" stereo
track. Ican then copy the mixed track, or
up to one of the working tracks for remixing. The Editor supports marking a
section; cutting; deleting or copying that
section; inserting silence; premixing of
tracks; and recording to the end of the
track.
Additionally, the Editor is Windowscompatible and uses many of the same
keystrokes that a Windows-based word
processor uses, making it an easy transition for the students.
As Coutant's successor, Iwas pleased
to see the college's dedication to teaching
relevant technology and skills. Ican't
think of amore appropriate direction to
lead radio broadcast students than on the
path of automation and digital audio.
This system adds considerable strength
to PCC's technological growth and training
objectives. Combined with anew emphasis
See PROPHET, page 33
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Prophet
Continued from page 32

on training students to acquire their Radio
Operator's Certification from the Society of
Broadcast Engineers, our students will be
well prepared to meet the employment challenges of the next decade.
Prophet has since integrated all software packages into the NexGen 2Studio
Suite. Features include VoiceTrac, for
recording liners, breaks and intros for an
entire shift; PhoneTrac, a module that
enables the access of NexGen Digital
Broadcasting via telephone to record and
playback audio for phoning in traffic bulletins, weather reports and news and
sports; and a WANcasting module for
sending copies of system data and audio
between linked sites via frame relay networks of any speed.

Dr. Jerry McGill, center, looks on as The Mk' is passed from
retiring Professor Coutant, right, to incoming Professor Rudisill.

World

NexGen can interface with most traffic
scheduling systems for loading traffic
logs into the NexGen Digital logs.
Additionally, it will play back the current
system time and temperature based on a
command in the clocks and logs, or as a
substitute for asatellite liner call.
In addition to offering Associate
Degrees in Arts and Associate Degrees in
Science, Pasadena City College offers
certificates of completion in Broadcast
Journalism, Radio Broadcast Technology,
Radio Production, Television Operations
and Television Productions.
Professor Coutant, whose career
spanned 37 years at Pasadena City College,
is justly proud of his decision to acquire
NexGen's technology to teach students and
advance their broadcasting careers.
For more information, including pricing, contact Prophet Systems in Nebraska
at (308) 284-3007 or visit www.prophetsys.com.
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SHOCK & AINE!

Avoid any unnecessary shock to your equipment. The next time
you ship your rack mountable equipment insist on ashock
absorbing and secure environment. Our shock-protected
shippping cases have an inner rack shell,
surrounded with shock absorbing foam for
superb shock- isolation while in transit.

SHOCK
PROTECTED

8 RU 24" Deep - only $ 629
12 RU 24" Deep- only $ 699
For other sizes, configurations and options

Shop Star Case Online

www.starcase.com
info@starcase.com

8 Rack

2" Foam- Isolated

Toll Free 800-822-STAR ( 7827)
Toll Free 800-782-CASE ( 2273)

3 1/2" Swivel & Locking Casters

Look no further...
The 2004
Radio World
Directory Source Book
is available for purchase!

$14.95

RPM,

Radio illi;r1d.

'

oo- e
copies c
Simone Fewell
sfewell@imaspub.coM
or fax your request to:
703-671-7409

prina
511a,
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000

There will be no billing, all order;1
111111rpre
We accept VISA, Master Card,.

Inner Rack Shell

Front & Rear Lids & Tapped Rails

Looking for aMANUFACTURER,
aDISTRIBUTOR, aCONSULTANT?

ONLY

Unit (14") It *, High, 24" Deep
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Give It A Try, Free!
www.audion la bs.com/e2/freetrial

COMET NORTH AMERICA
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"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

AUDIO PRODUCTION

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Acousticsnrstz888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
8-bay high power Cablewave
FM antenna CFM-HP8, recently
replaced, in service at 98.3,
complete & in excellent cond,
factory refurbished for 10 years,
$2500. Rick Keefer, KICA, 1000
Sycamore St, Clovis NM 88101.
505-762-6200.

Panasonic professional DAT
recorder SV4100, used less
than an hour, $600. Rick Keefer,
KICA, 1000 Sycamore St,
Clovis NM 88101. 505-7626200.
JBUUrei 5330 6 channel mixer
with limiter, two outputs, $30.
Peter Russell, Bowdoin College,
Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.
207-725-3066.
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PRODUCTS-

6W 458-81W-

400+, 3" line. Ken Kuenzie,
KRMS, 5715W Hwy 54, Osage
Beach MO 65065. 573-3482772.
Cablewave
CP
1000-2,
two-bay, full-wave spaced, true
helix,
circular- polarized,
complete FM transmit antenna
with radomes, 2000 watt power
capacity, tuned to 92.3 Mhz,
brand new, still in factory
sealed cartons, $ 1000/B0.
Ray Knudsen, 608-782-2254
or 608-789-1894 ( pager).

COMPLETE
FACILITIES

EQUIPMENT

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.

Want to Sell
Conex CG- 25, 25 Hz tone
generators ( 3) & Conex 25/35
Hz dual tone decoder ( 1). No
manuals,
all
four
units
working when removed from
service, $ 250/130.
Jeff
Raynor, WXMY, Saltville VA.
276-685-6032 or 276-6462550 until 8pm ET or email:
Jeff reyLRaynor @ aol . com.

Want to Buy
SMC MSP6
automation
Keefer, KICA,
St, Clovis NM
6200.

or 12 channel
systems.
Rick
1000 Sycamore
88101. 505-762-

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
Audio Cord cart machines.
We have about Several " E"
series playbacks at $ 20.00
each, 10 " DL" series playbacks
and two " A" series playbacks
at $ 20.00 each. Most of them
have been refurbished. We
also have one " A" series P/R
mono, two " E" series p/r mono,
two " DL" series p/r mono and
two " DL" series stereo p/r at
$100.00 each.
Call Michael
Raley @ ( 704) 523-5555 or email Mraley@bbnradio.org for
more
information.
No
connectors are available. Will
sell " as is". Shipping and
handling charges apply. Call
Michael Raley @ ( 704) 5235555 or e-mail Mraley@rrb.org
for some pictures.

-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

You Know We Know Radio -

S

Want to Buy

ITC rack mount RP. Ken
Kuenzie, KRMS, 5715 W Hwy
54, Osage Beach MO 65065.
573-348-2772.

Simone Fewell at
703.998.7600, ext. 154.

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage
Create stunning " real-world"coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice. PTP,
Okamuraklata and FCC with Probe II

TM

• Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMCont TN'
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro rm.

MICROPHONES

Want to Sell
Shure M68 FCA 3-mic mixer.
Ken Kuenzie, KRMS, 5715 W
Hwy 54, Osage Beach MO
65065. 573-348-2772.

Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain- 3D Tm

Want to Buy
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 972271-7625.

LIMITERS/

The leader in broadcast
engineering consulting software.
www.v-SOft.coM

TRANSCEIVERS

Want to Sell
AM 222 audio processor,
used, in good working order. Call
after 6PM EST. Michael Cardillo,
151 Morgan St, Cranston RI
02920. 401-942-8341.
CBS Labs AM Volumemax
limiter, $200. Rick Keefer, KICA,
1000 Sycamore St, Clovis NM
88101. 505-762-6200.
Orban
Optimod
ACC-025
compusite isolation transformer,
$100. Rick Keefer, KICA, 1000
Sycamore St, Clovis NM 88101.
505-762-6200.

[

For mike flags
It's
www.mikeflags.com
Want to Sell

RCJTRON BLOWNIS OM RAU BLOOMS,

new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson Si. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Belar AM RF amp Model
RFA2. Working when removed
from
service, $400.
Jeff
Raynor, WXMY, Saltville VA.
276-685-6032 or 276-646-2550
until
8pm
ET
or
email:
JeffreyLRaynor@aol.com.
Moseley SCA generator on 67
kHz and Beier SCA monitor on
67 kHz. Both units worked fine
when taken out of service,
$400/both. Jeff Raynor, WXMY,
Saltville VA. 276-685-6032 or
276-646-2550 until 8pm ET or
email: JeffreyLRaynor@aol.com.

Proteck 20 MHZ spec analyzer
(A-3502). Make a decent offer.
Call Michael Raley (704) 5235555 or e-mail Mraley@rrb.org.
Sage
EAS
units ( 2),
reconditioned by Harris & in
excellent condition, $ 1500 each.
Cale Tharp, WASE, 519 N Miles
St, Elizabethtown KY 42701.
270-766-1035.
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PROGRAMMING

Orban Optimod composite
clipper card, $200. Rick Keefer,
KICA, 1000 Sycamore St,
Clovis NM 88101. 505-7626200.

Trak Systems 8390 time code
generator & Systron Donner
time code reader. Both work fine.
Generator has red LED display
& front panel "set" swithches.
Has IRIG outputs and 1, 10, 100
and 1K PPS output. Reader has
0.5" nine digit display. Not sure if
it can be linked to master clock
or not, but it's a nice addition to
your studio, $ 125/both. Jeff
Raynor, WXMY, Saltville VA.
276-685-6032 or 276-646-2550
until
8pm
ET
or
email:
JeffreyLRaynor@aol.com.

Telelabs 248 dual RF cabinet,
4008 program module & power
supply, $300. Rick Keefer, KICA,
1000 Sycamore St, Clovis NM
88101. 505-762-6200.

Gorman-Redlich
EBS
Encoder- Decoder Model CEB,
BO. Maynard Meyer, KLQP, 623
W 3rdSt, POB 70, Madison MN
56256. 320-598-7301.
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i
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( 800) 743-3684

RECEIVERS/

MISCELLANEOUS

AUDIO PROCESSING

Benny Springer 800/696-7919

High power FM transmitter
antenna on 95.1 Mhz, prefer
with radomes. Jeff Jones,
KLER, 3110 Upper Fords
Creek Rd, Orofino ID 83544.
203-476-5702.

ADVERTISE!

CONSOLES

New Antenna for about the Same Price

Factory Direct Prices to you

•Fal ENTmeFruN Com.ftma

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

. Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocations

jut jjJJ
444.i

Superior Broadcast Products

R.F. Commurocation. Software

Want to Buy

-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040

oft

COMMUNICATIONS®

Teletronix
LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec
EQ's or any other old tube
compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

For more information, call

Why Buy a Used Antenna. When you can Buy a

contact

CRL AM Audio SPF300, Sep
400B, APP-400, PMC 300A,
BO. Ken Kuenzie, KRMS, 5715
W Hwy 54, Osage Beach MO
65065. 573-348-2772.

PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS!

AUTOMATION

Inexpensive permanent protection of guy wire
anchor hardware from guy wire ice slides.
Average cost $400 for 400- foot tower.
ICE KRACKERS sized by guy wire diameter.
All sizes available.
273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
(800) 747 -8921
Ask for Jim Newbanks

-FCC TOWER SeNS

Two B.E. Record Playback cart
machines Two Stereo units " as
is" for $65.00 each and two
mono units " as is" for $50.00
each. Call Michael Raley @
(704) 523-5555 or e-mail
Mraley@nt orq for pictures.

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

ICE KRACKERS, INC.

ERI 100-2, 2- bay circularly
polarized, low power rototiller.
Ideal
for
NCE,
LPFM,
translator. Input power is 600
watts,
excellent
condition,
$1000. Howard Fooks, WLUJ,
600 W Mason St, Springfield IL
62702. 217-528-2300.

ITC WP rack mount. Ken
Kuenzie, KRMS, 5715 W Hwy
54, Osage Beach MO 65065.
573-348-2772.

COMPENSATION NETWORK!
American Health Talk Radio
Network is aNEW 24x7 Satellite
Delivered Radio Network. Check
out our COMPENSATION
plan for affiliates. Email:
affiliate@americanhealthtalk.co
m or W.M.S. 503-223-4533.
RADIO
SOJOURNS
(reinventing radio for the
thinking
person)
LISTEN
NOW!'
radiosojourns.com
Satellite
Syndication
on
Popular
Bird
just
$65.00 per
hour.
Email:
special @ whitespr:ngsmedia.
com or phone Victor Ives,
503-223-4533.

Want to Sell
Decibel Products DB-4060
duplexer, 4-8" cavities, tuned
154 mHz to 170 mHz, great for
repeater, $75. Peter Russell,
Bowdoin College, Sills Hall,
Brunswick ME 04011. 207-7253066.
Vertex VX-510U (3) UHF 5watt
handhelds, 32 channels charger,
will program for you, $75 each.
Peter Russell, Bowdoin College,
Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.
207-725-3066.
Wegner DN 86 Digital Audio
Receiver 3944.1
MHZ $170.00 " as is" plus shipping
and handling - Call Michael
Raley @ ( 704) 523-5555 for
more information or e-mail
Mraley@ rrb.org for a picture.
RECORDERS
Want to Sell
ITC Delta stereo triple deck
players. One unit has D-type
connectors & other has Jones
type connectors for control. One
unit shows a little wear, other
was a hot standby & is in excel
cond whittle deck wear. Heads
are OK in one deck. Buy both &
Iwill throw in a questionable
Delta record amp, $500/all. Jeff
Raynor, WXMY, Saltville VA.
276-685-6032 or 276-646-2550
until
8pm
ET
or
email:
JeffreyLRaynor@aol.com.
ITC-99 stereo cart FI/P w/ELSA
& manual. Unit seems to erase,
elsa, record & playback OK.
Heads in good shape, ceramic
capstan, $300/B0 +shpg. Jeff
Raynor, WXMY, Saltville VA.
276-685-6032 or 276-646-2550
until
8pm
ET
or
email:
JeffreyLRaynor@aol.com.

BEE
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ITC- SP playback decks ( 3).
All stereo & were removed
from service. Heads in good
shape.
Manual
included,
$150/all + shpg. Jeff Raynor,
WXMY, Saltville VA. 276685-6032 or 276-646-2550
until 8pm ET or email:
JeffreyLRaynor@aol.com.
Magnecorder 24714 PTGA
drive,
R/PB,
drive
with
electroics, 1/2 track & full track,
BO + S&H. W.H. Brown, WWAC,
645 Anderson ct, Satellite
Beach FL 32932. 321-7770265.

Two Denon DNM 1050R
Professional Mini- disc Rec/
PB
Deck.
Both
units
manufactured in 2001 and
were used on our test bench
in our downlink room. Has low
impedance and headphone
jack. We are asking $ 570.00
for each unit plus shipping
and handling. Ican e-mail two
pictures
and
the " Main
Features"
portion
of the
manual. Please contact Mike
Raley or Ron Muffley at ( 704)
523-5555 for more information
or e-mail Mraley@rrb.org for
pictures.

REMOTE &

Marti R-30/150 R Series
receiver, 161.67, 161.73. Ken
Kuenzie, KRMS, 5715 W Hwy
54, Osage Beach MO 65065.
573-348-2772.

MICROWAVE
Want to Sell

WE RENT FOR LESS
Blueboxes

FM Exciters

Zephyrs

FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs

STL's

RF/Audio Gear

Test Equipment

we don't have N, we will get in
scans, INC. ( BOO) 438-6040
"You Know We Know limbo"

s

Bext 7 watt STL xmtr freq
agile. Ken Kuenzie, KRMS,
5715 W Hwy 54, Osage Beach
MO 65065. 573-348-2772.

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
...country,
top
40,
news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...

FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM

Marti RPT-15 RPU transmitter
with two 5 element yagi
antennas. Good shape, with
manual, on 161.64 Mhz, $600 or
BO. Maynard Meyer, KLQP, 623
W 3rdSt., POB 70, Madison MN
56256. 320-598-7301.
Marti RPT-40 xmtr 161.73; Marti
RPT-15 xmtr 170.15; Marti
R30/150 receiver 170.15. Ken
Kuenzie, KRMS, 5715 W Hwy
54, Osage Beach MO 65065.
573-348-2772.
Telex FMR-50 wireless mic
receiver, rack mount on 171.905
mHz, works well, $30. Peter
Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207725-3066.

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would
be glad to help you with any of your requirements.
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

tops in broadcast equipment

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

1-800-955-6800

2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: 1760) 438-4759

ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@att.net

SEE WHAT THE BUZZ IS ABOUT

Are You a

Distributor?
ADVERTISE HERE!
Space is available.
Call 703-998-7600, ext. 154.

Register for your free

report today

"How to be aReally Informed
Broadcast Product Buyer"
(the information suppliers don't want you to have)
Register at: www.ribbroadcast.com now
to get your free report

SPACE LEASE
REACH 7 STATES! Send your
message from the top of Mt.
Mitchell. NC, the highest point
east of the Mississippi River.
Tower and room space is now
available at great prices!
CEII Paul @ Blue Ridge
Broadcasting. 828-669-8477
or via email: pzettel@brb.org.

Technics SL-D2 record player
can let go " as is" for $ 125.00
plus s/h. E-mail Mraley@rrb.org
for apicture or call Mike at ( 704)
523-5555 for more information.
Ten Nidec motors for Audiocord " E" series. 117v 6H 3.1w
0.2amp 12p and 60Orpms. Will
sell " as is" for $5.00 each.
Working
condition
just
somewhat noisy. Call Michael
Raley (704) 523-5555 or e-mail
Mraley@rrb,org,org for pictures.
TFT 713 AM Frequency and
Modulation
Monitor.
Cost
$3,400.00 new but will sell for
$1500.00 plus S&H. Needs recalibration. Call Michael Raley
at ( 704) 523-5555 or e-mail
Mraley@rrb.org for a picture.

STATIONS

EQUIPMENT

STUDIOS

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

MPEG-2 Satellite Receivers,
LNBs.0 & Ku Band Equipment.
www.daveswebshop.com,
479-997-2230.

All Audio Distribution Amplifier
2016-1.We have about 10 of these
as a result of studio renovations.
They cost over $ 1,100.00 new
but will let these go for $ 200.00
each plus S&H. Contact Michael
Raley
at ( 704)
523-5555
for more information or e-mail
Mraley@rrb.org for apicture.

SATELLITE

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

Three Zephrus Analog Sat
Receivers $20.00 each "as is"
and one Digital Zephrus sat
receiver for $ 100.00 "as is" plus
shipping and handling -Call
Michael Raley @ (704) 523-5555
for more information or e-mail
Mraley@rrb.org for apicture.

Two RTS 416 Distribution
Amplifiers. Has slight problem
pushing +4. Cost $ 1,173.00 new
but will take $325.00 for each unit
plus S&H. Call Michael Raley at
(704)
523-5555
or
e-mail
Mraley@rrb.org for apicture.

RADIO! The beat goes on!

CAPACITORS
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Universal XE-1000 SCPC
satellite receiver w/manual.
1:1, 2:1 and 3:1 selectable
companding. Memory settings.
Worked fine when removed
from service. $ 400/130. Jeff
Raynor, WXMY, Saltville VA.
276-685-6032 or 276-6462550 until 8pm ET or email:
Jeff reyLRaynor @ aol.com.
Microdyne 1100-ZPR satellite/
TV receiver with Macom video
Cipher II descrambler. Ken
Kuenzie, KRMS, 5715 W Hwy
54, Osage Beach MO 65065.
573-348-2772.
Standard MT-620 tri standard
international satellite receiver C
band on Ku, $75. Peter Russell,
Bowdoin College, Sills Hall,
Brunswick ME 04011. 207-7253066.

Want to Sell
1000 Watt Full Time AM in
Northeast Mississippi. Will sell
with financing. 662-423-9919.

Audio Arts 8400 Distribution
Amplifier. We have about 15 of
these as a result of studio
renovation. They cost over
$1,100.00 new but will sell
"as is" for $ 200.00 each plus
S&H. Contact Michael Raley
at ( 704) 523-5555 or e-mail
MPaley@rrb.org for a picture.
Enberg BA - 6 Announciator.
Three of them in great condition
with no more than eight years
of use in them. Original cost was
$359.00 each but we will sell
them for $200.00 each "as is" plus
s/h. Call Mike R at (704) 5235555 or e-mail Mraley@rrb.org for
more information.

EQUIPMENT
A non-profit 5010(3) Christian
Ministry, seeks tax deductible
donations of working professional
grade live/post radio production
equipment of studio automation
systems, modulation monitors,
DAT,
C D players,
mikes,
turntables, mixing boards, and
other radio production equipment.
Also,
need
transmitters,
translators, transmission lines,
and antennas to be used in our
Youth Radio Ministry Training
Program. All donations will
receive a tax deductible receipt
and God's blessings for their
donations. Minister Dr. R. Hodges,
916-721-3285 or info@lwcr.org.

TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
Conex Celljack CJ2O, single
mic
celljack
used
with
bagphones, $ 150 + shpg. John
Wilsbach, WMSS, 214 Race
St., Middletown PA 17057. 717948-9136.

CONSULTANTS
qi EVANS
• s s o

c

•

,

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•FCC Applic ations and held

Lagint•ering

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( 11( ,

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

OWL ENGINEERING INC.

EXPERTS lAt.
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional An'.

7

210 S. Main St.. Thiensville. WI 53092. ( 262) 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242-6045
http://swov.evansassoc.com

FASTER_

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

Member AFCCE

Structural Analysis

651-784-7445

inf0.10. leng «nn

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.
Boo-six .V• ITicuSIS u (. 0S,
tun •,cr,

Clri
Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

Fax (651) 784-7541
Viet us on the the web at www.rachosoft.com
117 West KnappAve • Edgewater • FL • ( 386)426,2521

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55128

in,,,, % II,

is

in 1,,

1/1 .NI/tV/A1 S rn,,,,,,
iit \\ t ni, \ atunn., And
1.k don
Overii

et1I'S engineering

rout consulting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grahainbrock.com

Celenza
Communications Consultants
FM-AM-TV-LPTV-LPFM
Applications, Amendments,
.pgrades, Frequency Searches.
Directional Antennas
Field \\fork ( Station Inspections)
631-928-0077
Fax: 631.928-1905
Cor,im \

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultant,.

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FNVTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

ALLOCATION STIJOIE5

FIELD WORK ASPECIALITY

c) ft.
S
oftware for your PC

(...1.1,111Z,11.,11111.1:.11

To advertise, call Simone 703-998-7600, ext. 154.

(8 00) 74 3-36 84
www.v-soft.com

ELECTROACOOSTICS
OSHA measurements

11'2 -

MULLANEY ENGINEERING. INC.
Consulting Engineers
*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPN
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDSHTFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengrOaol.com

gite

datswePIC

www.dataw(orld.com
800-368-5754

»no One Coononikollses
Broadcast Constructor, & Consultants
I

888425-5649
AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
I> Complete Tower Service
31» Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

[Imunications Technologies, Inc.
Radio Frequency / Broadcast
Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV
Cellular/PCS Site Analysis
P.O. Box 1130 # Madton, NJ 08053
Tel: 856/985-0077
Fax: 856/985-8124
web: commtechrf.com
Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

._

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages
inforitdatawiirld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

A

BEE
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ECONCO NEW TUBES
New tubes are now manufactured by

ECONCO

at

TEL 800-532-6626
INTL: + 1-530-662-7553

FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

www.econco.com

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

Comrex Celljack, excellent
condition, For use with bag
phones, $ 150. John Wilsbach,
WMSS, 214 Race St, Middletown
DA 17057. 717-948-9136.

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

ECONCO
S

OFF THE AIR?

Emergency Back-up Rentals

Want to Buy

S

BEST PRICE AND
Want to buy used CQK650-1
tube. Dan Elyea, WYFR, 10400
•EIMAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO •8
NW 240th St, Okeechobee FL
Also
Motorola•Torte • SOSThoron 34972. 863-763-0281.

WARRANTY

FM Exciters - STI.:s FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

New USA manufactured tubes
3CX and 4CX series
3000 hr. full no hassle warranty

Symetrix T1-101 ( 2). Ken
Kuenzie, KRMS, 5715 W Hwy
54, Osage Beach MO 65065.
573-348-2772.
TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

BEXT

From Mo Nd fo Me mal
WWW.BEXT.COM

888 239 8462

r5) Five KW FM's; ( 5) 10 KW
AM's; CSI T- 25-F 25 KW
(QG) FM; ( 5) 5KW AM
Harris MW- 5-B. Continental
Comm.,
314-664-4497,
ContComm@sbcglobal.net
McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM.
Factory rebuilt in perfect, like
new condition, includes new
tubes, tested & tuned on your
frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402493-1886.
Collins 20V3, 1000 watt AM
xmtr on 1490 kHz and RCA BTA1R3, 1000 watt Am xmtr on 1420
kHz. Both currently in service,
BO. Mike Moore, WLOE, POB
279, Mayodan NC 27027. 336627-9563 or 336-427-9696.

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
S " l'ou

Know We Know Radio"

Vacuum and
Gas Capacitors

Raytheon 10 kW xmtr in
working condition. Will donate
xmtr to someone willing to
physically remove from site.
Contact Al Morris, WZAP, Bristol
VA. 423-360-5406 or 276-6696950 for complete information.

Catalog: www.rfparls.COrn

800-870-9233

Se

www.rjbbroadcast.com
(check us out, we are more than tubes!)

Tubes

\9,1
.
/CANYez/

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT. STLS. ANTENNAS.

ISO 9001 -éertifIed

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

Tepco Corp J-340-(M), 1to 40
watt FM translator w/local
modulator included for local
managing, low hours, like new
cond, maintained by factory
engineers, mostly used as a
back-up translator, $2000/B0.
Ray Knudsen, 608-782-2254 or
608-789-1894 ( pager).
Emcee US- 20 MRS- 1 xmtr,
1KW. Ken Kuenzie, KRMS,
5715 W Hwy 54, Osage Beach
MO 65065. 573-348-2772.

RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS
Ara
imT•r

Comentunbrabws à Power Ind•eme.

sesiP'es

To Order:

1978

Colhns 83102

1988

BE FM35A

35.

1992

Hams HT3.5

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

sroce

1-800-881-2374

:111:

3089 Deltona Blvd.
Spring Hill. FL 34609

BEST SERVICE

Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
352-688-2374
Fax 352-683-9595

Websile: ww..dundcrlecingnie..com

I.

a

The updated 2004 version of Eimac's
Care & Feeding of Power Grid Tubes

Why Buy a Used Transmitter. When you can Buy

Handbook is now available.

a New Transmitter for about the Same Price
contact

Benny Springer 800/696-7919

Superior Broadcast Products
Factory Direct Prices to you

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
VHF AND UHF. 10 wTO 10kw
TV Antennas
TV STL
Contact us for aquote

1983

Hares FM5K

1980

Hams FM 106

10kw

2000

Hares ZD10CD

20kw

1978

Collins 831G2

20kw

1982

Harris FM206

201.

2000

Harris ZD20CD

20kw

1989

0E1 FM020.000E1

Continental 802B Exciter

25.

1991

Continental 816R3B

25kw

1980

CSI 1
,25iFA ( Amphi*, Only)

Belar AMM3 Mod. Monitor

251.

1982

Hams FM256

Denon 720R Cassette Recorder

30kw

1986

BE FM30A

Harris AMS-G1 AM Stereo

50Iov

1982

Hams Combiner w/auto excitentransmitter switcher

Inovonics AM Stereo Processor, Model 250-01

USED AM TRANSMITTERS

OuR

Now Available! New Sections!

1014V

51.

OM

Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

FOR THE BEST PRICE

USED FM TRANSMITTERS

331.

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

EEV
USA DISTRIBUTOR

Want to Sell

8. 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes 8.
sockets/ports, new 8. rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night
mnv.goodrichenterprises.com.

NEW POWER TUBES

Pro-Tek®

SVETLANA

TUBES

Harris/Gates
BC500H
1150, BC1T @ 1530, BC-250GY1 @ 810, excellent working
condition. Ken Kuenzie, KRMS,
5715 W Hwy 54, Osage Beach
MO 65065. 573-348-2772.

=

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
BE FX30 Exciter

Kintronics 50kw AM RF Switch, Model RFC8-1

1kw

1987

Hams SKIA

5kw

1982

Hams MW5A

Optimod 9100B

51.

1996

Nautel NOS

Potomac Phase Monitor AM1901, Digital, 2Tower

10.

1987

Haros MW1OB

106W

1987

Nautel Ample! 10

50kw

1985

Continental 317C2

50kw

1986

Nul& AMPFET 50

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@fmamtv.com

Visit our Web Site at
wwweimac.com
-

-

111•••••

Cam•.«.ar

Contact Richardson

•

1,11

Iew.

ara dim.«,

Electronics today for
your FREE copy.

é

s

Engineered Solutions

Want to Buy
Toll Free: 800-882-3872
630-208-2200
Internet - broadcast.rell. corn
E-mail.
broadcast@rell.com

Want to buy used CQK650-1
tube. Dan Elyea, WYFR, 10400
NW 240th St, Okeechobee FL
34972. 863-763-0281.

11V111PeLC:WIVII E IUT
POSITIONS WANTED
ABS grad looking to be funny
and earn money. Cultured,
willing to travel. Jonathan, 817829-8057.
Aggressive voice in search
of
place
to
be
heard.
Knowledgeable in Cool Edit.
Willing to travel western US.
Prefer West Coast. James,
918-282-4892.
Brand new DJ looking for on-air
work at your station. Willing to
move ASAP Terrence, 918-6916917.

Potomac Phase Monitor AM19, 2Tower
Potomac TU16 Remote Control

CALL 800-414-8823
Int'l ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

.11Mb

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

2.51ov

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK

0E1 FMQ series 6.0 to 9.6FM.
This transmitter did atour of duty
in Argentina but some goofy laws
in this country made it impossible
to permit the station to operate at
this power. To make along story
short it was only in operation no
more than four months. Will let
this go for $ 18,000.00. Call Mike
Raley at (704) 523-5555 or Email Mraley@rrb.org for pictures.

Serving the Broadcast industry Since 1978

BE FMI 5A

4
S/
1

NEW & REBUILT

VVVVVV.COM

TRANSCOM CORP.
1987

emport

An International
Distributor of RF Components

Richards
Bectroel

1.51.

Espinel

HAble

780-744-0700 • 800-737-2787
ee.1
Fax: 780-744-1943 E-mall: rfperfparts.com -

C Electronics

D

Standard equipment
in all major AM
anciSW transmitters

Tepco Corp J-3250, 250W RF
power amplifier, low hrs. like new
cond, maintained by factory
engineers, mostly used as backup
RF
power
amplifier,
$1250.00/B0. Ray Knudsen,
608-782-2254 or 608-789-1894
(pager).

Collins 830F xmtr, 10kW,
1971, w/Bext-2 exciter. Both
cabinets intact, 250W Henry
IPA included, make offer based
on buyer picking up in Liberty
TX. Bill Buchanan, KSHN,
Liberty TX 77575. 936-3365793 or email: bill @ kshn.com.

Mitsubishi Semiconductors

(starts at installation)

s

Candice Beeson rookie of
American Broadcasting School
looking for job in radio. Willing to
travel, eager to learn new skills.
972-219-8792.
Energetic and willing to do
whatever it takes. Shane, 817703-6741.

Fresh out of school and ready
to follow my dream, wherever
that may take me. Donny
Wilson, 972-569-9953 or email:
DonnyD13@wapda.com.
Fun, hardworking female
radio school grad will work
any format & any shift.
Especially interested in on- air
& producing. Tina, 918-9550292.
Kenneth Brown, rookie to
broadcasting. Very dependable
& willing to travel. 214-3943354.
Let me help you make your
radio station outstanding. I'm a
talented, hardworking graduate
of
American
Broadcasting
School. Sarah Jackson, 817300-9701 or email tasukichan @ lycos.com.

Looking for someone to write
and deliver the news? Someone
who does play-by-play and color
commentary? Look no further
I'm in Tulsa. Shane, 918-8271548.
Recent graduate, hard worker.
team player. Sports, news, on-air,
production skills. Will relocate.
call Sean, 817-469-7366 or
email: rycon14@aol.com.
Rookie radio broadcaster,
looking for on-air DJ work.
Available for any shift, any
format. Willing to travel. Matt.
918-543-6549.

A DVERTISER I
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RDS
Continued from page 38
Isuspect,

because of European RDS-intensive practices. And because the rest of the
world seems adamantly against distracting
drivers, these radios do not support Radio
Text let alone PS Scrolling, which has
been deemed apublic safety hazard.
What we really need to do, instead of
overusing the PS display space, is reestablish rapport between the radio
industry and receiver manufacturers.
With so many radio groups giving the
thumbs up to RDS, we may be able to
resurrect their interest in adding
RadioText to new radio models.
In a way it is the broadcasters'
"turn" to show their renewed willingness to invest in RDS, to prove they
are reversing the lack of interest shown
during the last decade. Their investment in RDS technology will be an
indication that the radio industry is
ready to support the huge investment
receiver manufacturers make to bring
new products to market.
As aproduct developer, we have creat-
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ed Parallel Dynamic Text, featuring the
capability to maintain two separate text
messages for each on-air event — shorter
messages specifically formatted for PS
Scrolling that minimize the use of the
display space, and longer form messages
that are sent to the more appropriate
RadioText group. We will continue to
work toward our goal of transitioning
away from PS Scrolling entirely.
Turn it on, tune it in and listen. Our
recent RDS technical developments
may bring you " modest" information
about what you're listening to. Let's
accomplish this by taking the high
road and considering public safety
while trying to expand our technological reach. Together, we will have
improved upon the radio experience
for the listener and perhaps contributed
responsibly to our industry.
Mission accomplished.
Allen Hartle is president of Bellevue,
Wash.- based The Radio Experience,
which provides products and services for
RDS, HD Radio and Internet data-casting applications. This article appeared
on the company's Web site www.theradioexperience.com.

Slingin' Hash
Philip Galasso's letter regarding the
malarkey that is pushing IBOC (
Reader's
Forum, Dec. 17) prompted this response.
There is aClint Eastwood movie that
serves as a great parallel to the IBOC
stampede. In the film, adrug company
presses the FDA for approval of adrug
that internal tests show is defective and
lethal.
All the appropriate "leaders" are lining
up to back something so flawed. I've
heard about the "hash" from IBOC on
WSAI(AM) 1530, and yes you can really
hear it in South Carolina. Does anyone
believe that if all the stations are generating such hash that the AM dial won't be
packed with noise?
There are the other concerns like: 1)
making all radios in the United States
obsolete; 2) the cost to small-town radio;
3) the listeners, particularly in poorer
areas, won't be buying the new radios for
years; 4) no one in the " trades" has
addressed the adjacent-channel, sideband, frequency response curve and modulation limitations questions.
Who is behind this mindless push to a
flawed technology? Is digital really better, or just different? Independent record
companies that tell me that making
"records" on old-fashioned equipment
gives a warmer feel without the "metallic" edge. Lest we forget the stories about
how several generations of adigital MP3
is like making atape of atape of atape.
We, the independent radio and engineering people, are going to have to work
to stop this. You can bet your sweet bippy that the industry giants are going to
continue this " Invasion of the Body
Snatchers" until we all become one of
"them." The pods are planted and we
dare not go to sleep.
Jim Jenkins
Owner/GM
WAGS(AM)/WJDJ(AM) Radio
Bishoprille, S.C.

The following letter is in response to
an item in RW Online Newsbytes,
"Oregon Station Adds AM Stereo."
Why so surprised?
"A station in Portland, Ore., has just
gone ... AM stereo?"
It certainly will sound better than what
the so-called "HD" hash factories put
out. Way to go, Portland.
Scott Todd
Cambridge, Minn.

Let Me Play With
Your Poodle
So, Michael Powell wants to increase
on air obscenity fines ten-fold.
The upside to these language
restrictions? They'll encourage artistic
creativity in describing " sensitive"
things, and make the "standards" fun
to read into.
Consider the early 1950s in America,
with Joe McCarthy and atensely uptight
nation. In this climate, R&B artists had to

know their way around suggestive
notions. Consider songs like " Sixty
Minute Man" by Billy Ward and the
Dominoes; "Keep On Churnin"Til The
Butter Comes" by Wynonie Harris; "My
Ding-a-ling" by Dave Bartholomew; and
"Work With Me Annie" by Hank Ballard
and the Midnighters. While these and
other songs may have been banned from
the airwaves in many places, they were
huge jukebox hits and top sellers.
Today, Marcia Ball's "Let Me Play
With Your Poodle" proves that some of
us still love a more creative and funny
way to dance around "the rules," regardless of the obscene language we hear
today. The scary part comes when
Michael Powell wants to stifle double
entendre.
Pete Simon
Arvada, Colo.

Local Service
An article in the Jan. 14 issue ("Could
Low- Power Morph to AM?") stated,
"The FCC requires LPFM broadcasters
to produce at least eight hours per day of
local programming."
While that may have been the original
intent of the service when it was being
formulated, the rules do not require local
origination.
Instead, LPFM applicants can choose
whether or not they will "pledge to originate locally at least eight hours of programming per day" ( see 47CFR
73.872(b)(3)) for awarding points, as part
of the process for weeding out some of
the mutually exclusive applications.
Icannot find any rule that requires
applicants not claiming those points in
their LPFM application to originate any
local programming of any kind at any
time. Personally, Idon't agree with that
rule. A major purpose for creating LPFM
was to provide more localism.
Nevertheless, this is how the FCC stated
the issue in their rules.
Alan Kilgore, CSRE
WRVM(FM) Inc.
Su ring.Wis.

RW Sourcebook
Addition
We were not listed in the new
Vendor and Product Directory.
Digital Weatherman, LLC
9408 Grand Gate Street
Las Vegas, NV 89143
Larry Fuss, Marketing
702-898-1554; Fax: 208-567-6865
E-mail: salesedigitalweatherman.com
Web: www.digitalweatherman.com
Products/Services: Digital Weatherman
— a "meteorologist-in-a-box" for radio stations; accurate 24/7 weather forecasts and
current conditions in areal human voice;
weather watches and warnings as warranted; interfaces with most automation systems, satellite networks and EAS systems.
New: Mini- tower or rack mount
unit available.
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Clear Channel

RDS Display Is
No Place for Ads

Tries for Local Voice

theradioexperience.com for calculating this
driver safety formula. Go ahead and adjust
the numbers. Ibelieve you will come to the
With the sudden surge in RDS installasame conclusion. The only reasonable
tions and the sudden appearance of PS
Scrolling, new issues are at hand that I amount of time spent looking at the RDS
display is "aglance." If you are trying to
believe threaten the future of RDS in the
piece together an advertiser message by
United States. As if it hasn't been arough
reading an eight-character PS display showenough ride already.
ing fragments of the message at atime, you
PS (Program Service) data usually conare probably athreat to public safety.
sists of astation's call letters or other eightType " Driver Distraction" into the
character description that never changes. PS
Google search engine and you will
Scrolling is the act of updating the PS data
encounter auniverse of activities regarding
dynamically, to hijack previously static
this issue. Our government, private indusinformation in an effort to compensate for
tries and other social organizations are thorthe lack of atrue RadioText display capabilioughly engaged in public debates and legisty. The problem is that most RDS radios can
lation considerations surrounding regulatory
display the PS data, and the opportunity to
activities and technical R&D. Not to menhave adynamic window to the listener is
tion the pleas to these organizations from a
proving too tempting to resist.
human perspective, most notably the organiIadmit Iam in favor of utilizing this
zations created as aresult of some tragic
capacity to pass forward limited information
accident due to driver distractions.
related to the music on the air, for artist and
(possibly) song title information has always
People have died as aresult of fiddling
with the radio — and now we want them to
been the principal benefit of RDS to listenread sentences provided by advertisers.
ers. Yes, Isaid possibly song titles.
Another problem is that by manipulating
If PS Scrolling is misused by manipulatthe PS, radio stations are in direct defiance
ing PS data for generic advertising mesof the European and U.S. RBDS standards
sages, our RDS efforts may be in vain.
regarding PS usage. These standards cite
These threats to RDS have been building as
recent business interests have arrived on the
concerns for "distraction." Making matters
RDS bandwagon. Recently Ireceived a worse is the fact that PS Scrolling is circumventing the automaker's agenda for controlphone call tipping me off that an RDS adverling driver distraction. One of the worst castising proponent was preparing to start gives Ihave seen was afairly new Audi with a
ing away "advertising time" to be displayed
secondary RDS PS display embedded in the
on RDS radios as an introduction to this new
instrumentation, next to the speedometer in
advertising medium.
the center of the driver's view.
Advertising medium? A slow, eightWhat if it is remotely possible that PS
character display is an exciting new adverScrolling may result in potentially hindertising channel?
ing the future of RDS? My greatest conMoving violations
cern is that forces in Detroit and Japan
may take back their control of the car
Let's be clear. There are companies that
environment by not enabling RDS radios
want to collect advertising money by displaying messages to people in driving
in future U.S. automobiles.
As Iwrite, the industry is expecting to
their cars. As you contemplate driver safereceive critical feedback soon regarding
ty and driver distraction, the idea of broadthis practice from the U.S. Department of
casting advertisements to drivers will start
Transportation National Highway Traffic
to sound like one of the worst ideas in the
Safety Administration and ( we hope) from
history of radio.
the automobile industry. Ialso want to note
Now for some driver safety math:
the irony in the recent public comments of
Imagine someone on the freeway driving 60
radio group executives, discussing deteriomph determined to read a64-character mesrating listener shares due to "the abunsage via the eight-character PS display.
dance of clutter and the over-commercialUsing typical scrolling rates, this car will
ization of radio."
have traveled two-thirds of amile during the
So, here we are in the early stages of a
time it took to read the message. So, who
potential second chance for RDS. And
was driving the car?
immediately we have companies ready to
1have posted an Excel spreadsheet on
by Allen Hartle

There has been much grumbling by radio insiders and listeners alike about the consolidated power of such media Goliaths as Clear Channel.
The commission is showing concern as well, and it formed the FCC Localism Task
Force to look into the matter.
Task force representatives are going to various markets to get public reaction on how
well broadcast outlets are serving their communities. Last October it headed to Charlotte,
N.C. In January it was in San Antonio, home of Clear Channel.
If we judge by its actions of recent months, that big broadcaster seems to understand, at
last, that it has allowed itself to be cast in the role of villain to the detriment of itself and
our industry.
Among the steps it has taken is the creation of local-market advisory boards.
According to Clear Channel, the boards are designed to expand the company's existing
local market research. They will provide forums through which local leaders, the music
community and area listeners can better interact with the local management of Clear
Channel stations.
How effective this will be, and how sincere Clear Channel is, remain to be seen. We're
glad the company is taking this step, although it can't be just for the sake of appearances.
The timing of the announcement, just prior to the FCC Task Force arriving in its hometown, was suspicious.
Separately, several weeks before the local advisory board announcement, alocal newspaper reported that Clear Channel Radio Wheeling, owner of seven stations in West
Virginia, had made deep cuts in its local news programming and personnel. In total, the
cuts eliminated seven and ahalf hours of local programming and left the public without a
forum in which to discuss local city issues on the air. That kind of development is troubling and, unfortunately, not unique.
Did it take the FCC looking into the matter to send localism to the forefront of Clear
Channel's radar? Had localism been overlooked in the company's quest to streamline
operations and maximize profitability, as many critics assume?
Or perhaps the company truly is starting to hear its customers and realize that it needs to
change public perception if it is going to maintain its business (which, we argue, is about
more than just selling ads).
Optimistically, we feel the local advisory boards are agood idea and long overdue,
whatever the motivation; other "Big Radio" companies would do well to follow. While
Clear Channel certainly may be looking for positive PR, if localism regains its voice, this
could bring good results.
— RW
press the envelope regarding driver distraction, and overwhelm the eight-character PS
display as anew advertising channel? Are
you looking forward to seeing aViagra
advertisement over RDS?
RDS does not stand for R-a-D-io S-pam.
Text potential
Perhaps Iam trying to point out the different agendas between products and services that enhance our core radio technology as opposed to exploiting it for profit
with little regard for public safety. For the
second opportune time in adecade, Iam
investing my time and financial resources
assisting fellow engineers with the installation of hundreds of RDS systems. Just as
it was in the mid- 1990s, there is an element of pride as we attempt to "evolve"
FM broadcasting just abit.
At the same time broadcast engineers
are trying to improve upon the base technology, a small carnival of new companies arrive, often operated by non- radio

people, ready to exploit RDS in anew
"revenue generation opportunity."
Usually the wilder ideas, such as paper
coupons coming out of your RDS radio,
are perhaps entertaining as they pass by.
But this time an RDS revenue generating
scheme has the potential to cause harm to
innocent people and the very future of
RDS, in large part because of asituation
the radio industry is responsible for.
Let's face it — radio stations chose to
not install RBDS encoders over the last
decade despite the fact that we had receiver manufacturers, such as Denon, Pioneer,
Onkyo and Delphi, building radios with
RadioText capabilities. This lack of action
in the 1990s cost us those manufacturers
willing to produce RDS radios with
RadioText displays.
Now, by the grace of radio manufacturing economies of scale, the automobile
manufacturers seem to build universal
radios for the entire world — RDS radios,
See RDS, page 37
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Digital Radio Consrle%
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY!

W HEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual- domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; builtin router integration with 8- character displays; a choice of features like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control and
event memory/recall—all without the aid of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all- modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP"setup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact

Wheatstone —the digital audio people!
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The On

Control

Surface for High- Traffic Studios

Quality is Easy to Identify with stainless
steel construction, easy servicing, and a
clean yet compact layout.
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e

ONE CAT5W IRE conveys all the control from this
surface to Wheatstone's Bridge System. You can bring
any system source ( inputs or mixes) to any console

selectable talkback communication and adjacent
channel linking. A dedicated LCD display screen keeps
the operator informed and in control.

fader or monitor pot ( source visibility software
controlled). You can set destinations for mixes, aux

YOU CAN STORE AND NAME switch and fader
settings for each operator's task and recall them by
simply spinning an encoder and hitting a TAKE
button. And like our larger G-9, the G-8 has 12 user
programmable switches for salvos and intercoms plus
additional programmable TALK buttons for IFB

sends and MXMs to anywhere in your facility. IFor
example, you could allow (or software disallow) your
news console to go to your on- air chain, or feed any
mix desired to atalent or remote position.
THIS MAJOR MARKET CONSOLE can handle all
the call- ins and remotes you'll encounter. Four faders
dedicated specifically to phone segments provode
errorfree interface to four callers or remotes, each
with independent caller and fader feeds, user

functions. And with full color LCD display screens the
operator will know for certain that his signal is clean,
his sources correct, and his preset signal is ready and
waiting. The G-8 has the layout and features to let
your operators work fast and accurately!

the digitcal audio le‘aclers
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone. corn
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